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C O M M E N T

Will CSPs remain
locked-in to lock-in?
The expectation is that the move to virtualisation will put an end to vendor lock-in
in telecoms. It’s true that software defined networking (SDN) and network functions
virtualisation (NFV) are set to eliminate the need for function-specific telecoms
network hardware which historically has seen vendors locked-in or obliged to
remain with the same set of vendors

U

nderstandably, traditional network
equipment vendors aren’t making haste
towards virtual networks. The traditional
business of shifting costly boxes in their
thousands to near-captive customers is
too lucrative and too attractive to
accelerate the death of. Yet such vendors
recognise that the requirement they place on CSPs
to make huge investments every decade in
function-specific hardware is unsustainable. To take
a farming analogy, their thinking is that if they
continue to sell function-specific equipment to
CSPs, they’ll have a highly profitable result, similar
to butchering a sheep, but they will only be able to
do that once because the sheep will be dead.
Instead, they’re re-aligning their businesses to
enable them to shear the CSP sheep on an
ongoing basis, taking management fees and
software licensing subscriptions alongside sales of
basic hardware. As far as virtualisation goes in
terms of network equipment, its management
stack and associated services, this approach of
shearing rather than killing, is viable.
However, the virtual world is software-controlled
and software-defined. It is also based on an IT
foundation and that brings us to the IT hardware
vendors – the server guys. They’re licking their lips
at the potential market that CSPs represent.
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They’ve never farmed sheep before,
but there’s a growing appetite for
the slaughter.
A server in the virtual network, in
spite of what has been promised, is
not just a dumb box with storage
and computing power. It needs to
George Malim,
be controlled and managed to
editor, VanillaPlus
adopt the functions necessary to
manage network traffic and those instructions need
to be issued in a language the dumb box
understands. Whether by accident or design this
universal language – a network esperanto – is yet
to emerge.
I accept that it’s early days but protocols such as
OpenFlow, Netconf and OpenDaylight remain
immature and IT vendors’ proprietary approaches
open up a very real danger that CSPs will be faced
with trading their locked-in relationships with
network equipment makers for ones with big IT
equipment vendors.
For lock-in to be ended, a universal key is required
but the companies that could provide it are only
offering locks that require their own, expensive and
bespoke laser cut keys. I fear the lock-in is far from
over, it is just changing key-holder.
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Evolving Systems acquires Sixth Sense Media for mobile marketing move
Evolving Systems has
acquired for cash privately
held Sixth Sense Media
(SSM), a provider of realtime analytics and
marketing solutions to
global wireless carriers.
Evolving Systems will pay
US$10 million for Sixth
Thad Dupper:
Sense Media in two
Deal enables
payments – approximately
aggressive move
into mobile
US$9.75 million in cash at
marketing
closing, plus customary
working capital
adjustments, and a second cash payment
of US$250,000 on the one-year
anniversary of the closing of the transaction.
Sixth Sense Media, based in Durham,
North Carolina, is a software technology
company, serving more than 15 CSPs
around the world, including tier 1 operators
in India, Asia, Africa and Europe. The
company’s software, Real-time Lifecycle
Marketing (RLM), enables CSP marketing
departments to innovate, execute and

manage highly-personalised and
contextually-relevant, interactive campaigns
that engage consumers in real-time.
Combining SSM’s real-time analytics and
campaign capabilities with Evolving Systems’
Dynamic SIM Allocation (DSA) and Mobile
Data Enablement (MDE) solutions will allow
the company to offer global wireless
operators systems that utilise the highly
valuable contextual data captured from the
subscribers’ initial welcome experience via
DSA, their network usage via RLM and
their on-device app usage via MDE. The
combined solutions will create a highly
personalised experience that engages
subscribers in real-time from the first time
subscribers power on their new devices
right through their day-to-day usage.
“Evolving Systems’ acquisition of Sixth
Sense Media is strategic, enabling us to
augment our industry recognised strength
in real-time activation and aggressively
move into the high value space of mobile
marketing campaigns, advertising and

analytics,” said Thad Dupper, the chairman
and chief executive of Evolving Systems.
“By combining SSM’s products with DSA
and MDE, we will provide CSPs with a
powerful platform that enables real-time
marketing campaigns based on highly
actionable subscriber data. Along with our
recent mobile marketing partnerships, this
acquisition continues to move Evolving
Systems further into the mobile marketing
and advertising space and makes us a larger,
stronger and more diversified company.”
Thomas Thekkethala, the former chief
executive of Sixth Sense Media who has
joined Evolving Systems as president and a
member of the Board of Directors, added:
“CSPs have invested significantly in
spectrum, network and customer
acquisition but have not been able to fully
participate in the rapidly-expanding mobile
marketing opportunity. We plan to use our
combined solutions and market expertise
to enable our mobile carrier customer base
to generate new revenues across a range
of mobile marketing channels.”

Volaris Group buys Netadmin Systems to add to communications portfolio
Netadmin Systems has been acquired by
Canada-based Volaris Group for an
undisclosed sum.
As Volaris’ second acquisition in the
communications market, Netadmin
Systems will remain focused on
automating business processes and
facilitate communications service
providers’ (CSPs) growth when they roll
out fibre-based networks. As an
operating group of Constellation
Software, Volaris focuses on
strengthening businesses within their
markets and enabling them to grow –
whether through organic measures such
as new initiatives and product

development, day-to-day business, or
through complementary acquisitions.
Netadmin’s operations support system
(OSS) enables CSPs to build and operate
their networks, cost-effectively deploy
data, voice and video services, and
provide monitoring and assurance to
ensure customer service levels are met.
Netadmin develops and markets a
vendor-independent OSS system that
automates the service fulfillment and
service assurance processes in networks.
Netadmin Systems is headquartered in
Linköping, Sweden with an office in
Stockholm. The company has more than
70 customers worldwide including

TeliaSonera, Telenor Open Universe, M7
Group, Caiway, Eidsiva and Jersey Telecom.
“We are eager to grow our business
further in our core markets and expand
our presence in other high growth FTTx
markets internationally,” said Olle
Hillström, the chief executive of
Netadmin. “We are excited about Volaris’
long-term commitment to our market and
the best practices and synergies that
exist within its emerging communications
vertical. Volaris’ approach to building our
business for the long-term has a good fit
with our culture. We believe that with
Volaris and its investments we can
continue to grow our business to better
serve our customers worldwide.”

Comverse and Acision launch Xura brand for digital communications technology
Comverse and Acision have introduced
Xura, a new global company and brand
name to reflect the joint company’s mission
to be the trusted next-generation digital
technology provider to communications
service providers and enterprises across
the globe.
The company, formed by Comverse’s
acquisition of Acision, plans to offer
communication solutions that generate
new monetisation and engagement
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opportunities among multi-device, multiservice consumers. Xura counts as
customers eight of the top 10 global CSPs,
reaching over three billion end points. Xura
will also be renaming all Comverse and
Acision subsidiaries.
“Our new brand identity reflects the
modern and unique outlook the combined
Comverse and Acision companies have for
the future of digital communications,
enabling us to think bigger, reach further

and act smarter,” said Philippe Tartavull,
the chief executive of Xura. “In today’s
quickly-shifting world of communications,
we will harness our new brand to offer
clever ways for operators and enterprises
to quickly realize opportunities from existing
technology while building richer
communication futures. Xura’s values,
positioning and no boundaries attitude will
guide our strategic direction and set us
apart in the market environment in which
we operate.”
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NEC and Netcracker expand partner ecosystem
with commercially ready NFV solutions
NEC and NetCracker Technology have
announced the expansion of their NEC
SDN Partner Space, a partner programme
that includes more than 40 partners that
have helped NEC to deliver SDN and NFV
solutions to more than 250 system
installations across the globe. The
expanded ecosystem focuses on bringing
new services and applications to market
through commercially ready solutions.
Together NEC and NetCracker bring a full
range of networking, IT and professional
services expertise to the ecosystem with a
particular focus on operationalising and
monetising homegrown and partner
solutions for customers.

Through this expanded partner ecosystem,
communications service providers of all
sizes can address the strong demand for a
wide range of high-growth market
opportunities, including smart cities, smart
homes, IoT and cloud-based business and
residential services, among others.
The NEC SDN Partner Space was
announced in 2014 and has more than
doubled in size in the past year due to the
cooperation of major partners, including
Intel, Juniper, Sandvine, Allot Networks,
Kaspersky Lab, SanDisk and others. By
bringing together commercially ready SDN
and NFV solutions with a wide range of
partners, NEC and NetCracker can help

network operators and enterprises reduce
the risk associated with service deployment
and create more agile environments for
driving new revenue growth.
Rahul Chandra, the vice president of
partner development at NetCracker, said:
“Too often partner ecosystems are
designed more for vendor marketing
purposes than solving real business
problems for customers. By focusing our
ecosystem on the commercial and
operational readiness of SDN and NFVbased applications, we are in an ideal
position to help our customers become
more competitive and capitalise on new
market opportunities.”

SevOne announces completion of $50m financing round

Jack Sweeney:
Looking to unlock
business potential
of digital
infrastructure for
customers

SevOne has announced a
US$50 million Series C
financing round led by
Westfield Capital
Management and Bain
Capital Ventures.
Brookside Capital,
HarbourVest, VT
Technology Ventures and
Osage Venture Partners
also participated in this
round.

SevOne will use the financing to accelerate
its growth through new technologies and
markets, meeting the growing demands of
organisations transforming their business
for the always-on mobile economy and the
Internet of Things (IoT).
Bain Capital Ventures originally invested in
SevOne in 2012. That funding fueled the
expansion of the company’s alliance
network and product ecosystem to support
the customer journey to new mobile
technologies, such as LTE, and the rapid

adoption of virtualisation technologies such
as software-defined networks (SDN),
network functions virtualisation (NFV), and
software-defined data centres (SDDC).
“The opportunities and challenges of
managing digital infrastructures have never
been greater,” said Jack Sweeney, the chief
executive of SevOne. “SevOne is uniquely
positioned to capitalise upon this demand,
allowing the world’s largest data centre and
network operators to unlock the true
business potential of their digital
infrastructure.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Liberty Global makes strategic
investment in Guavus

intelligence platforms and its suite of big
data analytics applications are well deployed
across service providers worldwide. We are
pleased to be backing this exciting business
as it embarks on the next stage of its
development and couldn’t be more positive
about the company’s prospects and its
ability to execute.”

International cable company Liberty Global
has made a strategic investment in real-time
big data analytics provider, Guavus. Guavus
products allow cable operators to gain a
holistic, cohesive view of network state and
business context in real-time. It uniquely
breaks down the barriers between OSS and
BSS to enable customers to more efficiently
plan network capacity, improve service
operations and deliver a better customer
experience.

Openet survey finds CSPs
hampered by legacy systems

Ankur Prakash, the vice president of Liberty
Global Ventures, said: “Guavus offers one of
the industry’s most innovative operational

A survey of CSP respondents has revealed
the extent to which the limitations of legacy
technology are restricting the creation,
targeting and distribution of revenue-
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generating digital services. The study, carried
out by BSS vendor Openet, found that while
CSPs want to target customers with
personalised, relevant offers in real-time in
order to drive upsell opportunities, they are
let down by the inflexibility of existing systems.
The survey highlighted the frustrations faced
by CSPs that recognise the need for more
real-time functions, better customer
engagement and faster product development,
but who cite a lack of BSS agility as their
biggest barrier. Although the survey of 101
CSPs found that 57% of respondents felt
quite well prepared for the battle with overthe-top providers, 70% confessed they are
either worse or much worse than OTTs at
personalised customer engagement.
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DigitalRoute releases MediationZone 7.2 with
cloud-ready advanced OSS mediation functionality
DigitalRoute has announced the release of
its MediationZone 7.2 software. Version 7.2
contains both new and enhanced functionality
that furthers usability and scalability to
facilitate large-scale deployments and
reduce operations and maintenance effort.
It also provides new testing tools, as well
as added deployment options.
Johan Bergh, the chief executive of
DigitalRoute, said: “Version 7.2 is a
particularly important release because it
directly addresses key aspects of
virtualisation which, with the rise of network
functions virtualisation (NFV) and software
defined networking (SDN) technologies
have become focal points for
communications service providers (CSPs)
seeking to enhance their infrastructures.
Equally importantly, 7.2 delivers KPI
Management, a new product extension

that enables data collected by OSS
Mediation to close the loop and proactively
drive customer relationships and enable
effective use of new network technologies.”
MediationZone 7.2 points the industryleading product towards cloud and
network functions virtualisation (NFV)
readiness via new supported
infrastructures. For example, using
MediationZone on the Amazon Web
Services infrastructure is now officially
supported for high availability using
Amazon CloudWatch and GlusterFS as the
shared storage solution.
The new version also introduces a
completely new technology module called
KPI Management, with functionality which
adds significant value and a higher level of
data processing capabilities to operational
support system (OSS) mediation. In

addition enhanced testing
is delivered via a new pulse
Johan Bergh:
testing agent, a real-time
New release
collection agent that
directly addresses
generates pulse userkey aspects of
defined routines (UDRs) at
virtualisation
intervals specified by the
user, and can be used to trigger various
events in workflows, to generate traffic. It is
suitable for load testing as it can generate
a very high intensity of UDRs.
“CSPs and enterprises face challenging
times,” added Bergh. “Networks are being
transformed and there is real pressure to
meet changing customer needs quickly
and cost-effectively despite having to rely
on often outdated legacy infrastructures to
do so. MediationZone 7.2 helps the user
meet many of these challenges and
enhances our product.”

Oracle Communications launches analytics portfolio

Doug Suriano:
CSPs’ data gives
them an
advantage

Oracle Communications
has launched an
expanded set of analytics
capabilities in a newly
formed product portfolio
called Oracle
Communications
Analytics. Combining new
and existing analytics
capabilities, the portfolio
provides communications
service providers (CSPs)
with end-to-end,
communications-specific

analytics functionality for data integration,
big data, data warehousing, business
intelligence and advanced analytics.
The portfolio includes four new products:
Oracle Communications Customer
Experience Analytics application, Oracle
Communications Network Assurance
Analytics application, Oracle
Communications Analytics Big Data
Platform and Oracle Communications
Analytics Diameter Adapter. Also included
are new releases of existing products such
as Oracle Communications Data Model.

Doug Suriano, the senior vice president and
general manager at Oracle Communications,
said: “CSPs have an advantage – they
have a lot of data about how their network
operates and the kinds of experiences that
customers are having. But without the right
big data and analytics tools, the data will
remain unused and siloed in various systems.
Our expanded Oracle Communications
Analytics portfolio is designed with this
challenge in mind, offering the broader
Oracle expertise in big data as well as the
industry-specific understanding of the
communications market.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

cVidya partners with
Hortonworks to expand its big
data analytics platform
cVidya has announced that it has joined the
Hortonworks Technology Partner
Programme to promote building and
deployment of big data solutions. cVidya’s
Big Data Analytics platform integrates
Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) and is
enriched with best practice use cases for
revenue assurance, fraud management,
marketing analytics and data monetisation.
Alon Aginsky, the chief executive and
president of cVidya said: “Our customers are
eager to use big data to find new sources of
revenue and protect their businesses. We
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are pleased to add Hortonworks to our
growing list of technology partners, to use
their industry expertise and offer our
customers the highest industry standard for
big data environments.”

Sigma Systems launches
Catalog product for Salesforce
on AppExchange
Sigma Systems has released its Sigma
Catalog product for Salesforce on the
AppExchange. With Sigma Catalog for
Salesforce, sales and marketing teams can
create instantly sellable products that can be
deployed directly into an easy-to-use
quoting system within Salesforce and

automatically synchronised with the rest of
the BSS/OSS for flawless, catalogue-driven
sales and delivery.
“Effective selling in today’s fast paced digital
economy means having instant access to
the latest and most relevant product
features, pricing and promotions available to
your customers,” said Catherine Michel,
Sigma’s chief strategy officer and vice
president of products. “By integrating Sigma
Catalog, Salesforce users now have the
power of product data to instantly spot
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities, target
customers with the most effective
promotions, and create personalised quotes
and feasible orders that are instantly
deliverable.”
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Nepal’s Ncell to support customers and cut costs with
Polystar’s network and customer insight solutions
Polystar, a supplier of network and
customer analytics, network monitoring,
and service enablement systems, has
announced that its Network and Customer
Insight solutions have been selected by
Ncell, an independent mobile network
operator in Nepal.
The Network and Customer Insight
solutions were chosen by Ncell to enhance
its Network Operations Unit by delivering
real-time intelligence on network and
service performance to network and
service agents.
These solutions collect and correlate realtime data from all elements across Ncell’s
2G and 3G network infrastructure,
providing immediate understanding of
complex network protocols and the
performance of all network elements. While
raw data is available, the Network and

Customer Insight solutions interpret
complex information so that it can be
accessible to any user, which means that
specialist knowledge it not a prerequisite.
The data collected is organised and filtered
so that different personnel and teams, such
as engineers, customer care agents, product
management teams and more, have clear
visibility of information and intelligence that
is relevant to their roles. This enables rapid
Service Quality Management (SQM),
enhanced Customer Experience
Management (CEM), and detailed analytics
regarding subscriber experience and
performance to be made available.
“We needed to identify and address
customer complaints more efficiently and
effectively, which will enable us to increase
customer satisfaction and the efficiency of
our network management,” said Andras

Pali, ICT director at Ncell. “Polystar’s
Network and Customer Insight solutions
have made an immediate impact by giving
the right information to the right people in a
way that’s intuitive to understand and use.
It means we can solve customer problems
faster, saving time and money.”

Ncell has deployed Telarix Network and Customer Insight
systems in Nepal

Telefónica Germany rolls out Telarix billing and settlement
Telefónica Germany has completed
deployment of Telarix’s billing and
settlement systems into its fixed and
mobile networks.
The integration has created a single,
company-wide billing, reporting and traffic
management platform capable of serving
all of Telefonica Germany’s departments
and making Telefónica Germany the first
CSP to automate its billing system based
on origin versus destination.
Recently, market conditions have changed
requiring CSPs to switch from B# or
destination based to A# or origin + B# or
destination based rating routing, trading

and billing. The Telarix deployment at
Telefónica Germany includes the
incorporation of origin-based A# rating,
routing, trading and billing. As a result,
Telefónica Germany has found significant
increases in departmental efficiencies
throughout the company.
“With Telarix, we have been able to convert
our complex, segmented system into one
comprehensive platform inclusive of both
domestic and international billing,” said
Maria Mehrens, the director of carrier
management and roaming at Telefónica
Germany. “We now have access to
consistent, company-wide data, have
integrated business support in each step of

the value chain, are SOX compliant and,
most importantly, we are poised for growth.”
Wolfram Thielen, the vice president of sales
for EMEA at Telarix, added: “While trade
volumes continue to increase and become
more complex, carrier and reseller numbers
are also growing exponentially causing
regulatory changes to occur. These
industry changes are forcing carriers to
look at their systems differently. Telefónica
Germany’s decision to simplify its systems,
through this partnership, has enabled it to
deal with this complexity, improve
efficiencies, protect revenue, realize
significant cost savings and increase
visibility into their networks.”

NEWS IN BRIEF

Entel deploys Ericsson O/BSS to
support digital transformation

maintenance for a comprehensive suite of
Ericsson OSS/BSS solutions.

Chilean CSP Entel has embarked upon a
digital transformation programme that will be
enabled with a broad range of OSS/BSS
solutions from Ericsson and its partners, as
well as consulting and systems integration
services that support Entel’s full business
and portfolio. The multi-year deal will help
Entel to achieve high levels of operational
agility and improved service delivery across
its operations in Peru and Chile.

Antonio Büchi, the chief executive of Entel,
said: “This is not a technology project – it is
a business project. The objective is to
transform our systems platforms and
associated processes to offer our customers
a service experience that meets the
expectations of the digital society in which
we live.”

Entel also aims to reduce time-to-market for
new product launches and empower
business customers to self-manage their
corporate accounts. Ericsson will automate
and align back-office processes to reduce
costs for Entel, while implementing and
providing application development and
VANILLAPLUS MAGAZINE I OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2015

Astellia signs global
framework agreement
with Telefónica Group
Astellia has entered a global framework
agreement for radio access network (RAN)
optimisation with Telefónica. The two-year
framework agreement establishes Astellia as

a qualified global supplier and enables any of
Telefónica’s operating companies to benefit
from Astellia’s solution and expertise in
network optimisation.
With this agreement, Telefónica reinforces its
focus on making network quality a core
component of its customer experience
policy. Astellia’s radio optimisation expertise
in multi-techno, multi-vendor environments
will help Telefónica prevent any quality
degradation of their network and hence
improve the customer experience.
“Thanks to this partnership with Astellia,
Telefónica’s customers will be able to take
advantage of the improvement in network
performance and efficiency and benefit from
more reliable services and seamless
connectivity said Ian Miller, the radio access
director at Telefónica.
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VanillaPlus Hot List: October/November 2015
The Hot List below shows the companies informing us of recent contract wins or product deployments.
If your contract is not listed here email the details to us now marked "Hot List" <editorial@vanillaplus.com>
Vendor(s)

Client Country

Accedian

Alaska Communications, Accedian performance assurance systems deployed to enable IT and broadband provider to deliver performanceUSA
assured services across Alaska

Product/Service

Awarded

Anite

ARCA Telecom, Spain

Astellia

Telefónica Group, global Global framework agreement for radio access network (RAN) optimisation signed. Two-year agreement qualifies Astellia
as a supplier to any Telefónica operating company.

Anite Nemo Invex II benchmarking system utilised by ARCA Telecom to benchmark the networks of Spanish CSPs

Deployment of Bango Payment Platform to aid launch of carrier billing in Google Play for CSPs’ Android customers

10.15
9.15
10.15

Bango

Telkom, South Africa

CSG International

Media-Saturn, Germany CSG Ascendon digital services platform selected to power new JUKE entertainment portal for Germany’s largest electronics retailer

Ericsson

UPC, Hungary

Ericsson

MTN Group, 22 countries Ericsson signs multi-year agreement to implement, support and manage Ericsson Order-to-Cash suite across 22 countries
in which the MTN Group operates

Ericsson

Entel, Chile and Peru

Ericsson O/BSS products selected to support digital transformation at Entel in Chile and Peru

FTS

QBoCel, Mexico

Multi-year, multi-million US dollar deal agreed to deploy FTS MVNO billing and policy control system

9.15

Huawei

Ooredoo, Kuwait

Five-year IT and network managed services contract agreed under which Huawei will provide managed IT, network
operations, network performance management and service quality management

9.15

NetCracker
Technology

Suddenlink
Communications, USA

Deployment of NetCracker CRM system integrated with NetCracker Revenue Management capabilities at the eleventh
largest cable operator in the US

NetCracker
Technology

Maxcom, Mexico

Contract expansion to deliver NetCracker OSS for Maxcom’s residential and business customer units in metropolitan areas
in Mexico

NetCracker
Technology

CableSouth Media3,
USA

Extension of existing partnership to support cable operator’s use of NetCracker Customer and Revenue Management
system through a hosted services model

Oracle

Tiscali, Italy

Selection of Oracle Communications products including session border controller for network transformation project

Five-year managed services contract agreed to manage and operate UPC’s field operations in Hungary

9.15
9.15
10.15
9.15
10.15

10.15
9.15
10.15
9.15

Polystar

NCell, Nepal

Polystar Network and Customer Insight system selected by independent Nepalese mobile operator

10.15

Spirent

CoopVoce, Italy

Service contract to provide Tweakker over the air device management system to Italian MVNO

10.15

Synchronoss

Mobifone, Vietnam

Synchronoss services and systems selected to support activation of services in Vietnam

Syniverse

LG UPlus, South Korea Commercial VoLTE roaming established between South Korean and Hong Kong CSPs using the Syniverse IPX Network
and SmarTone, Hong Kong

10.15

Syniverse

Telin, South East Asia

Multi-year agreement to provide 4G roaming and signalling through the Syniverse IPX Network to Telin operating
companies including Telkomsel in Indonesia

10.15

Syniverse

Dialog Axiata, Sri Lanka

Sri Lankan CSP connects to Syniverse IPX Network to enable global roaming for its subscribers

9.15

Telarix

Telefónica, Germany

Completion of roll-out of Telarix billing and settlement systems into CSP’s mobile and fixed networks

9.15

10.15

Mobifone Vietnam agrees $80m activation deal with Synchronoss
Synchronoss Technologies
has been chosen by
Vietnamese mobile
operator Mobifone to
deploy a wide range of
Synchronoss services and
Chris Halbard:
systems with an estimated
Young, welleducated
total contract value to
Vietnamese
exceed US$80 million over
subscribers are
the next three years. The
adopting
deployment is expected to
smartphones
generate a significant
return for both Mobifone and Synchronoss
in this rapidly growing market.
It is anticipated that Mobifone will launch
the new Synchronoss-powered services to
subscribers in Vietnam early in the new
year, for use on the Apple iPhone and all
popular Android devices. In addition,
Mobifone will use the Synchronoss
Network Activation solution as both an
order gateway and analytics source to
optimise the operations and financial
performance of both the domestic and
international roaming services with
immediate effect.
10

The Vietnamese mobile market is one of
the most dynamic and fast-growing in the
Asia Pacific region. According to a June
2015 report from the General Statistics
Office of Vietnam, the country has 136.9
million mobile subscriptions, including 29.1
million 3G subscriptions – a year-on-year
increase of 29.6%. According to
international research firm IDC, Vietnam is
the fastest growing smartphone market in
Southeast Asia, and smartphone sales will
continue to increase for at least the next
five years. As of the end of the first quarter
of 2015, Mobifone had 42 million
subscribers, reports GSMA Intelligence.
Cao Duy Hai, the general director of
Mobifone, said: “In line with Mobifone’s
strategic vision for 2015-2020 of being a
pioneer in the development of the
Vietnamese Posts and Telecommunications
sector, Mobifone is pleased to sign a
master services agreement with
Synchronoss to optimise operations and to
launch a branded personal cloud solution
in early 2016, as a bridge to connect with
the customers and thereby deploying

television, retail and multimedia applications.”
Chris Halbard, the executive vice president
and president international at Synchronoss,
added: “The digitisation of a high-growth,
developing market like Vietnam represents
an exciting opportunity for Synchronoss. A
large number of young and well-educated
subscribers are adopting smartphones for
the first time courtesy of low-cost data
plans. These consumers want and expect
to access their own content and the latest
mobile services on the device of their
choice. We’re thrilled to be working with
Mobifone and our regional service and
distribution partner PostNet.”
The Synchronoss Personal Cloud
technology is used by CSPs including
AT&T, Verizon, Vodafone, Orange and
Singtel, to offer subscribers a branded
solution to automatically back-up,
synchronise, store and protect all their
personal contacts, content and data for
accessing across a range of different
devices.
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David Boswell appointed ONOS
community manager
David Boswell has joined ONOS, the
open source SDN networking operating
system for CSP networks, as its first ONOS
community manager. Boswell is an expert
in growing open source communities
including Mozilla and active open source
communities for companies including
NASA, Sun Microsystems and Nokia.
As community manager, Boswell will be
responsible for organising, growing and
scaling the ONOS community.
His expertise comes from working with
Mozilla for 15 years in different roles as a
volunteer contributor and then head of
community building. During his tenure, the
Mozilla community multiplied, became more
collaborative and significantly increased
contributions. Key accomplishments include
redesigning Mozilla's Get Involved Site at
mozilla.org and increasing the number of
volunteers interested in contributing to 200
people per day. The success of Mozilla is a
result of its collaborative community that
contributes to all aspects of Mozilla's open
source projects and products.
"The growth of the ONOS community in
less than one year is impressive," said
Boswell. "With a shared belief to harness
the power of open source to accelerate
SDN innovation, I am excited to join ONOS
to bring organisation and scale."
Guru Parulkar, the executive director and
board member at the ONOS project, added:
"With David's proven experience in leading
and growing open source communities and
our Linux Foundation strategic partnership,
now is the perfect time for David to be
joining as community manager."

Gerrit Jan
Konijnenberg
joins UROS from
Vodafone

UROS chooses Gerrit
Jan Konijnenberg as
new CEO to speed-up
affordable global
roaming

UROS, a provider of lowcost global data roaming
solutions, has appointed
appointment of Gerrit Jan
Konijnenberg as its new
group chief executive. Konijnenberg joins
UROS from a senior vice president position
at Vodafone and has a long history of
success in telecoms and media marketing,
sales and general management which is
expected to strengthen UROS’ role in
providing low-cost global roaming solutions
to mobile network operators.
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UROS founders Jyrki Hallikainen and
Tommi Uhari are excited to see
Konijnenberg join UROS. ”We’ve been
looking for an international carrier executive
who can help accelerate the company’s
growth,” said Hallikainen. “We’re excited to
have Gerrit Jan join the team and lead the
company in its further global expansion
with mobile network operators.”
Uhari, who has led UROS as CEO until
now, will continue as a company board
member together with Hallikainen.

Lund joins Metaswitch as CEO to
lead NFV push
Metaswitch Networks has appointed
Martin Lund as the company's new chief
executive. Lund will lead Metaswitch into
the next phase of its growth, building on
the momentum in its business and
consumer communications, network
interconnect, and cloud network
virtualisation solutions. Former chief
executive John Lazar, who joined
Metaswitch in 1987 as a software engineer,
will remain at Metaswitch as chairman of its
board of directors.
"Martin's extensive experience in the
technology industry, which includes having
built and led a multibillion-dollar business
unit at a Fortune 500 company, will be
instrumental in helping us guide
Metaswitch during the next stage of its
development and growth," said Lazar. "We
are extremely pleased that he has chosen
to join us and look forward to his
leadership as we seek to help network
operators continue towards a cloud-based,
software-centric, all-IP future."
Lund joins Metaswitch from Cadence
Design Systems, where he has served as
senior vice president and general manager
of the company's IP Group since 2012. Prior
to that, he held a number of top management
positions during a 12-year tenure at
Broadcom, including senior vice president
and general manager of the Network
Switching Business. He earlier served in
engineering leadership roles at Intel. Lund
holds a degree in electronic engineering
from Frederiksberg Technical College and
Risø National Laboratory at the Technical
University of Denmark in Copenhagen.

Google’s Anupam Rastogi joins
Guavus as CTO; Sukov appointed VP
of engineering and delivery
Guavus, a leading provider of big data

applications for operational intelligence, has
announced that Google’s former head of
Reporting Platform & Solutions for
Corporate Engineering, Anupam Rastogi,
has joined the company as its new chief
technology officer. In addition, Sergey
Sukov has been appointed vice president
of engineering and delivery.
"Anupam and Sergey are important
additions to the Guavus executive team as
the company gears up for the next phase
of growth into new markets, new products
and new geographies," said Anukool
Lakhina, founder and CEO of Guavus.
"Their strong track record of developing
rock-solid products based on big data
analytics, coupled with their backgrounds
in building scalable, dynamic enterprise
architectures, keeps us at the forefront of
innovation and prepares us to meet future
customer requirements for real-time
analytics applications that deliver
business value.”
Rastogi is a 30-year veteran in the IT
industry and has a wide range of expertise
across multiple fields, including data
engineering, data management, data
warehousing, business intelligence and
analytics and enterprise architecture. As
CTO, he is responsible for leading
technology innovation for the company’s
core systems and enterprise
architecture groups.
Rastogi most recently served as head of
Reporting Platform & Solutions for Google’s
Corporate Engineering group where he
was responsible for spearheading an
award-winning cloud-based self-service
reporting platform from inception to
adoption. Prior to Google, he gained
valuable experience in different capacities
at NetApp, Cisco and Oracle, and has
been an innovator in areas ranging from
business intelligence strategy to
enterprise/functional architecture and
product/solution management and delivery.
Sukov is taking on a newly expanded role
at Guavus where he is responsible for
engineering and delivery of the company’s
analytics applications. Prior to joining
Guavus in 2013, he held several key
executive roles at Symphony Teleca.
Most recently he was vice president, head
of Connected Experience Business Unit
where he was responsible for business
development and creation of portfolio of
services to help clients manage the global
convergence of software, the cloud and
connected devices.
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Hot on VanillaPlus.com this issue
When the cloud casts its shadow – a two
part blog on Bring Your Own Cloud

James Walker

The proliferation of compact espresso, filter and
other gourmet hot drinks machines though today’s
workplaces has not only provided relief for office
coffee aficionados, it has also freed up one
acronym for rather more critical usage: everyone
should now know that BYOC stands purely for
Bring Your Own Cloud.

In practice, BYOC means allowing employees to work with their
own choice of cloud application or cloud storage services – for
example Google Apps or Dropbox. For a smaller sized business,
the use of public cloud services can offer better value than rolling
out an internal shared service – especially when free personal cloud
offerings are all that is needed. The public service is also more likely
to be maintained as state-of-the-art in terms of reliability and an
easy user interface. The biggest worry might be security, but
centralised company storage can provide richer rewards for
hackers than a personal cloud account, resulting in more publicised
security breaches in company networks and data centres. So a
well-managed BYOC policy could even provide better security than
company-owned cloud storage and applications, says James
Walker, the president of OpenCloud Connect.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/10/22/12565-when-thecloud-casts-its-shadowpart-1/

Executive Snapshot
Gemini Waghmare, the founder and chief executive of UXP
Systems, discusses burying the hatchet – in a former boss’s back
– and the challenges of getting the right day for a 00:16 flight.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/10/23/12613-geminiwaghmare-founder-and-ceo-of-uxp-systems-is-our-latestexecutive-snapshot/

NFV becomes major focus of technical
development and investment in only
three years
Appledore Research Group’s Patrick Kelly
attended the SDN & OpenFlow World Congress
held in Swissotel Dusseldorf, Germany. He reports
on meetings with Axel Clauberg of Deutsche
Patrick Kelly
Telekom, David Amzallag of Vodafone, Shawn
Hakl of Verizon, Steven Wright, chair of ETSI NFV ISG, and others
including all of the major suppliers.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/10/16/12497-12497/

Cross-domain BSS/OSS based on data monetisation
systems are needed to generate new CSP revenues
VanillaPlus’s Jeremy Cowan flew to Krakow, Poland to see how
software systems vendor Comarch is expanding from BSS into
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new areas, including Internet of Things (IoT) solutions and services,
and even device manufacturing.
Here, Marcin Dabrowski, Comarch’s vice president of
Telecommunications and Board Member responsible for Business
Support Systems (BSS) talks excusively to VanillaPlus.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/10/13/12307-crossdomain-bssoss-based-data-monetisation-systems-areneeded-to-generate-new-csp-revenues/

Redknee CEO sees global reach, new
verticals and expanded enterprise
platform benefits from Orga deal

Lucas
Skockzkowski

Lucas Skoczkowski, Redknee’s chief executive,
tells analysts and media that the acquisition of
insolvent Orga Systems, “positions Redknee as
the largest independent provider of choice for
real-time monetisation and subscriber
management software platforms.”

Orga Systems’ technology and expertise have been acquired, says
Skoczkowski, “to enhance Redknee’s real-time monetisation and
subscriber management platform.” By acquiring Orga from the
German insolvency process (it was in the first stage), the Canadabased firm believes that the combined businesses will accelerate
Redknee’s expansion into additional enterprise markets.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/10/15/12411-redknee-ceosees-global-reach-new-verticals-and-expanded-enterpriseplatform-benefits-from-orga-deal/

Software Defined Networking: exploring the benefits for
communications service providers
It’s not surprising that the buzz about software-defined network
has continued to gain momentum, because SDN-based offerings
are maturing to meet the demands of mainstream communications
service providers (CSPs). The interest in SDN is only going to
continue to grow, because it is a completely new approach to
network design, deployment and management.
In fact, says Accenture’s Amol Phadke, estimates indicate that
the SDN market will be worth US$8 billion by 2018. The reason for
this projected growth is simple: SDN-controlled cloud computing
environments will help boost business agility by significantly
increasing networks’ speed and efficiency, allowing them to be
easily reconfigured. SDN is an enabler for new innovative
perishable services, such as on demand networks, creating a tight
coupling between the top-line benefits and efficiencies from a total
cost of ownership (TCO) perspective.
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/08/27/10919-softwaredefined-networking-exploring-the-benefits-forcommunications-service-providers-2/
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Bob Titus: You will see the need for more
online, real-time processing of offers and
revenue management

Revenue management is the
flexible enabler of CSPs’ digital
service transformation
Bob Titus is vice president of Global Converged Solutions at NetCracker Technology. Here, he
tells George Malim that as communications service providers (CSPs) look to expand their
service portfolios and play wider roles in the digital services landscape, revenue management
capabilities will enable rapid and flexible service introduction not just for CSPs but for their
partners as well. Titus predicts that CSPs will sell their BSS capabilities as a service to partners
through the utilisation of cloud-based platforms with open interfaces in order to enable
partners to set up services and offers themselves

V

Bob Titus: As you look at the competitive landscape
and the impact of over-the-top providers (OTTs), it’s
clear that CSPs must become digital service
aggregators. They need the ability to onboard partners
and efficiently charge and settle for services provided
by those partners. Partnerships will become more and
more dynamic in nature, so integrating these offers

L

anillaPlus: As CSPs consider their digital
service transformation, they must
consider expanding their services
ecosystem. What are the roles of partner
management and settlement in this
context and why do they need to be an essential
component of next-generation BSS?

Reproduced from VanillaPlus Magazine
18
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CSPs learn about NetCracker’s BSS solutions at the
numerous industry events that it attends each year

There will still be the same efficient batch
processing for rating, but you will see the need
for more online, real-time processing of offers
and revenue management
and prices and being able to charge, bill and settle
increases in importance. Partner lifecycle management
is now about much more than just adding new
services to the catalogue; it encompasses how to
change the pricing and how to account for the
changes.
Partner management must become an important
aspect of the BSS platform by enabling partners to
integrate efficiently with the CSP. It’s not a case of the
CSP deciding which partners to add to their offerings
– it’s about providing an environment that enables
partners to connect to the CSP.
I envision a world where the offers that CSPs deliver
will be dynamic in nature. There will be models where
partners sponsor data and service plans and where
CSPs pick the services they bundle depending on the
context of the user. That’s an entirely different concept
and paradigm to how we operate now. I foresee a very
different operating model where the user chooses
online or OTT services to bundle into their package. In
addition, CSPs may select their partners on the fly to
address the specific needs of a customer.
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At the same time, pricing is becoming more dynamic.
Pricing could be based on the time, volume and
customer value associated with consumption – any
combination of factors can be considered. This
requires CSPs to instantiate services in real-time while
incorporating current balances and usage patterns.
There will still be the same efficient batch processing
for rating, but you will see the need for more online,
real-time processing of offers and revenue
management.
VP: What are the foundational BSS elements
needed by CSPs for data monetisation?
BT: Certainly real-time usage and balance
management are fundamental capabilities, but those

L

VP: BSS for postpaid has traditionally been offline
and batch based. Does it need to change? Why is
there a need for online revenue management
systems in the postpaid world today?

BT: The situation is definitely changing. CSPs are
selling packages based on buckets of data usage,
shared usage buckets and even usage-based billing.
With today’s network speeds, those allocations can be
consumed very quickly. These combinations create a
need for real-time capabilities for postpaid users. The
line between prepaid and postpaid is disappearing as
trends to charge for buckets of data emerge and offers
that are prepaid in nature are made for postpaid
customers. An example of that would be a roaming
data top-up which requires a postpaid user to agree to
pay for the top-up.
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If you look at the role
of BSS in new
product introduction
and service
enablement it’s clear
that in the past it was
often an impediment
to getting those
services to market

also need to extend to give customers the ability to run
their own accounts and billing. Self-service user- and
device-centric profiles and policies will give customers
the flexibility and usage control they expect, which
requires the BSS platform to support that functionality.
For example, I could allocate a certain amount of my
service plan to my son’s iPad and a different amount to
his phone and authorise a certain level of on-demand
content purchases. Flexibility is important in other
ways too. CSPs need flexible billing models and the
flexibility to allow customers to pay how they want,
whether that’s postpaid, vouchers or via a credit card.
That places requirements on the CSP and the
underlying BSS.
The other foundational piece is embedded business
analytics for campaign management. This will become
critical to enabling CSPs to differentiate themselves
and their offers in the marketplace. In terms of being
able to monetise services, this capability will let CSPs
understand customer usage, users and their devices
as well as understand current balances and the trends
and buying patterns of customers to create dynamic
and real-time offers. Ultimately, that will provide a
better customer experience and introduce the
opportunity to upsell additional services. Those all
contribute to enhanced data monetisation.
VP: What role will revenue management play in
the world of M2M and IoT?
BT: It comes back to revenue management being the
enabler of those services. M2M and IoT bring new
business models and exponential transaction volumes,
which requires flexibility and online usage models.
CSPs also need the flexibility to expand the role of
revenue management to offer billing as a service and
direct-to-bill services to enable M2M and IoT
functions. In this sense, revenue management
capabilities are the enablers and a service that CSPs
could deliver to support smart cities, biometrics and
many other IoT applications. These new markets will
involve transactions that CSPs can price and manage
on behalf of their IoT partners.
VP: How can BSS play a key role in innovation
and service enablement?

www.netcracker.com

BT: If you look at the role of BSS in new product
introduction and service enablement, it’s clear that in
the past it was often an impediment to getting those
services to market. If you look at the capabilities we’ve

already talked about, they’re all great – but if it takes
months to update the BSS and introduce these
capabilities, you really can’t compete. Therefore, all
these services that enable revenue generation and
innovation must be easy to apply in the BSS and must
be exposed in such a way that months-long IT
programmes are not required.
The industry needs a DevOps (development
operations) approach so new products and services
can be brought to market in hours or days rather than
weeks or months. It’s a new operating paradigm for
CSPs, and it must be enabled through BSS.
A shift in CSP operating mentality is occurring as they
begin to ask how BSS can help them introduce new
offerings and services, instead of asking how long it
will take to upgrade the BSS to support new services.
CSPs are recognising the BSS as an enabler and are
asking, “How can we use BSS capabilities to bring
services to market?”
VP: How are these industry trends affecting the
underlying BSS platforms?
BT: As we look at the overall trends affecting our CSP
customers and the industry as a whole, the BSS
platforms must become even more flexible and enable
faster time to market. We are seeing BSS platforms
evolving into cloud platforms. We are also no longer
seeing prepaid and postpaid BSS as separate
functions – convergence has become a reality and
everyone sees the need to avoid creating separate
siloes.
At the same time, billing has become a separate layer
from usage and policy management. You see revenue
management functions separate out into layers so they
can be exposed and managed individually. This
concept of open BSS is critical. Providing SDKs
(software development kits) and APIs (application
programming interfaces) to provide microservices will
become an enabler not only for partners and the
onboarding of new services but for the CSPs
themselves. There’s no reason a partner shouldn’t be
able to develop an application or service themselves
by accessing a CSP’s revenue management function.
This is where we are headed. Ultimately, BSS will be
cloud-based, open and componentised and that will
allow flexibility within the CSP and wider ecosystem
and become a critical enabler of CSPs’ digital
transformation.

ARTICLE IN ASSOCIATION WITH NETCRACKER TECHNOLOGY
20
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The author, John Abraham, is part of the BSS practice
in Analysys Mason’s Telecoms Software Research team.
He leads the firm’s revenue management programme

Introduction

T

elecoms mediation systems have been a critical part of the CSP operations
landscape for decades. Mediation systems sit at the boundary between the
network and the business support systems and regulate the type and
format of records going into the communications service provider (CSP) subsystems. Mediation systems provide a mechanism for collecting, filtering,
aggregating and transforming network usage data into records that can be
processed by other systems. CSPs have historically relied on mediation systems
to improve billing accuracy and granularity and support new services, mainly to
offer competitive services and deliver revenue collection improvements but also
to ensure regulatory compliance
Over the past decade, the nature of mediation
systems had undergone considerable change. The
ability to extract, manipulate and load data in realtime was originally needed to support prepaid realtime charging applications. However, the advent of
new services created with the use of policy-based
charging techniques and the requirement for better
control for CSPs and subscribers have driven the
need to provide the same real-time mediation
infrastructure for postpaid services as well. In
addition, the use of mediation systems for noncharging applications is increasing as well.
As mediation infrastructure is increasingly being
used to carry data not directly needed for charging
or billing requirements, CSPs are recognising the
benefits of developing standardised data
infrastructure to facilitate the sharing of common
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data. In other words, mediation infrastructure can
potentially be used to support analytics-based use
cases. As CSPs increasingly launch new data
services based on real-time charging, the traffic
load on mediation systems increases which creates
greater potential for analytics-based applications.
Such applications can add value to CSP operations
by providing real-time insight into customer usage
patterns and enabling them to offer personalised
services. The potential applications include
business analytics, which uses real-time data to
optimise the targeting of customers, and revenue
assurance, which identifies and remedies problems
that cause financial underperformance.
Figure 1 captures an overview of the mediation
system interconnections. As operational systems
become more reliant on analytics tools to optimise
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key processes, the role of the mediation system as a robust
underlying platform that can handle real-time data on a large
scale becomes critical.
Figure 1: An overview of mediation system interconnections
Source: Analysys Mason
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Market drivers and trends
for mediation systems
Mediation system deployments are complex and costly, but
CSPs regard this as a necessary cost of doing business. CSPs
spent over US$770 million on mediation systems in 2014. The
overall market is expected to continue growing, albeit slowly,
over the next five years. The primary drivers include1. Increased data traffic
The overall traffic on CSP infrastructure has increased
dramatically in the past decade. Smartphone penetration, the
roll-out of mobile broadband, fibre and Wi-Fi all contribute to
driving up data usage and boost the requirement for mediation
systems. M2M services are yet to have a significant impact on
the volume of data, but will begin to do so in the future. Mobile
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data traffic is expected to grow at 47% CAGR from 2014-2018.
Fixed broadband usage has soared as well – from 2015 to
2020, fixed network traffic is expected to grow by a factor of
3.7. The dramatic increase in the traffic load has had a multiplier
effect on the underlying systems and their capability to deliver
consistent quality of service. Mediation systems are where the
business rules are configured and typically handle much more
traffic than charging platforms. CSPs are therefore investing in
new mediation systems that are flexible in configuration and can
be quickly scaled to manage increased traffic.
2. Monetising data services
The share of data services of worldwide mobile retail revenue is
expected to reach cross 63% by 2020. CSPs face a significant
challenge in shifting from a traditional voice and messaging
revenue model towards a data-centric charging model. This
calls for innovative charging mechanisms such as on-demand
charging, shared bundles, speed boosters, real-time customer
notifications and more. Supporting these capabilities requires
real-time charging systems which need online mediation
systems to ensure timely processing of the data records.
Moreover data charging for both prepaid and postpaid
subscribers needs to be in real-time as most postpaid
subscribers have data limits which must be tracked in real-time.
An online real-time mediation system therefore becomes a
critical component in a CSP’s ability to monetise new potential
revenue streams.
3. LTE deployment
The deployment of LTE and the increased data speeds it offers
have had significant impact on the billing and charging market,
which is expected to drive investments in mediation systems as
well. Voice over LTE (VoLTE), the next-generation voice service
delivered over the LTE infrastructure, is slowly gaining traction
as well. At the end of 2014, there was an estimated 498 million
LTE connections – composed of handsets and mobile
broadband, and this is expected to grow to 2.463 billion
connections by 2019. CSPs are expected to spend significantly
on network and spectrum to ensure good customer experience
on their network. However, this will also throw up new
challenges of monetising the usage to ensure optimised used of
network resources. LTE rollout will trigger considerable
investments in billing and charging platforms, especially around
data charging use cases.
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4. Consolidation of legacy platforms
Many CSPs have a number of disparate mediation systems to
support specific use cases. Maintaining complex legacy platforms
is expensive and inhibits CSPs’ capabilities to launch new
products and services. As CSP traffic shifts to predominantly IP,
investments in convergent mediation systems will increase to
support streamlined support systems. Mergers and acquisitions
by CSPs can also be listed here as a related factor that can
impact investments in mediation systems. However they are
generally more negative than positive because the overall
number of mediation systems tends to decline post the merger.

Overall mediation systems revenue will grow from 2014 to 2019
at a CAGR of 3.1%. A significant portion of the revenue is
driven by maintenance and growth of current systems. The
increasing volume of data records as broadband data services
grow, and requirements for the use of larger systems are also
driving growth. Figure 2 captures the forecasted growth of
mediation systems from 2014 through to 2019.
Figure 2: Mediation systems revenue growth, 2014–2019

6. Digital economy use cases
The digital economy is all socioeconomic activity mediated by
software and enabled by telecoms infrastructure. It is mainly
powered by several new technologies such as ubiquitous highbandwidth communications and complex applications software
that can be integrated easily via web services APIs. The value
chain of digital economy use cases is often complex and varied
and involves multiple disparate players. CSPs, already under
considerable pressure from the stagnation and decline of voice
and messaging revenues, are investing to ensuring digital
economy applications are monetised effectively. This requires
CSPs to offer their services in a digitally enhanced manner and
provide the information and control that consumers demand
while collecting vast amounts of information about consumers’
preferences, lives, locations and actions.
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5. Deployment of convergent charging systems
A convergent billing and charging platform allows CSPs to
support both prepaid and postpaid users from a single
instance. Convergent platforms have gained in popularity over
the last decade and today are a necessary part of all new billing
system requirements. By breaking down the separate silos
between prepaid and postpaid systems, convergent platforms
reduce support cost and time to market for new products and
promotions. It is also more flexible and can be scaled cost
effectively. While most tier 1 and tier 2 CSPs already have
deployed some form of convergent billing, several smaller CSPs
are still using legacy billing platforms. As the cost and
complexity of maintaining the legacy billing system increases,
many of these CSPs will make the switch towards convergent
platforms. Demand for convergent charging systems will drive
spending on convergent mediation systems as well.
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From a regional perspective, in the emerging markets of APAC
and Latin America, the growing popularity of mobile data is
expected to drive growth. LTE roll-outs and deployment of
broadband infrastructure will also contribute to the demand for
mediation systems in this region. The EMEA and North America
regions will grow more slowly because mediation systems are
widely deployed already. Growth will come from upgrades to
established infrastructure to support new digital economy use
cases and LTE deployments, when they reach the mainstream
in Europe.
In terms of services, mobile will continue to dominate the
mediation market as a result of subscriber base growth and the
launch of next-generation mobile data networks. The residential
broadband segment will also register a high growth rate as
established systems are upgraded to meet the infrastructure
demands of emerging economies.
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The evolution of mediation
Software development for telecoms has evolved radically over
the past two decades towards faster design cycles, less
expensive hardware and lower support costs. Over this period
the software platforms have evolved from in-house to vendor
supplied systems, from proprietary hardware tied to the
network towards generic hardware platforms and from batch
processing to online real-time data processing.
In the 1960s the first iterations of a telecoms billing system
were mostly developed in-house to support monthly billing for
basic voice services over POTS (plain old telephony service).
These systems had little need for a mediation system, since the
usage end points were fixed and there was only a single service
type. In the late 1980s as mobile services were rolled out and
vendor billing systems started gaining prominence, the role of
the mediation system as a pre-processor to the billing platform
became better defined. In the late 1990s the rising demand for
mobile prepaid services created a market for real time
mediation systems. At the time these systems were closely tied
to the IN (intelligent network) system which controlled the
prepaid charging. These systems were expensive to maintain
and ran on proprietary hardware.
In the mid to late 2000s as data gained ground as the primary
growth segment for CSPs, convergent mediation systems
became mainstream. These systems could support batch and
real-time processing from a single platform. Over time all data
services were required to be tracked in real-time as even
postpaid users had fixed usage limits and regulatory
requirements demanded that consumers be warned of overage
use in near real-time. In the past few years as the internet
economy took centre stage and CSPs introduced new services
designed around policy-based charging, mediation systems
were used to support applications not directly related to
charging.
The biggest change in the nature of mediation systems has
been its moving away from simply operating on data supplied
offline to tracking data and attributes in real-time to help CSPs
make informed decisions. In this they are increasingly becoming
more like analytics solutions that offer CSPs insight into realtime data. Legacy systems that manage large data sets cannot
be updated frequently. This delays processing of records,
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making data models and analysis less reliable. The availability of
real-time data helps CSPs improve established operational
processes, expand established revenue streams and create
new revenue ones.
Figure 3 captures the potential functionality for mediation
systems. While the core feature remains charging related use
cases, the potential for analytical tools and apps that can be
built on top of mediation systems cannot be disregarded. For
vendors of mediation systems, this provides a growth
opportunity. Adding data integration and ETL (extract, transform
and load) capabilities to mediation systems could increase the
size of the mediation market by up to 20% over the next five
years.
Figure 3: Mediation systems and their potential functionality
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Mediation as an enabler
of analytics applications
For CSPs, data services will be the primary driver of revenues
over the next several years and therefore the need to provide
online real-time support for monetising data is critical. Unlike
traditional services, all data traffic must be charged in real-time
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to ensure optimum network utilisation. The hype about big data
analytics has helped to promote the potential value of real-time
data to CSPs. To ensure optimum return on investments, CSPs
are considering how best to re-use the available real-time data
sets for new applications such as customer management or
marketing. Figure 4 depicts how mediation fits in within the
overall analytics infrastructure.
Figure 4: Mediation and its place within the analytics
infrastructure
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considerable stress on an organisation, but up-to-date
information enables better business decisions to be made –
micro-segmentation permits data triggers to determine a
specified segment and associated process automation. This
real-time aspect allows CSPs to alter undesirable outcomes in
processes that are running. For example, it might help CSPs to
prevent churn or better target upsell and cross-sell offers.
However real-time data adds to the total volume of data that
needs to be moved, stored, modelled and visualised, which will
have significant cost implications.
Figure 5 tracks the progression of data analytics modelling. In
each of the three stages a mediation system can step in to
provide the all-important access to data in the appropriate
format.

Business intelligence and analytics tools

Data management, structuring and access layer

Figure 5: The progression of data analytics modelling
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At the heart of all analytics is the ETL layer that gathers and
transforms data into a usable format. As discussed earlier,
mediation systems were originally designed to do this and were
able to run in real-time to support prepaid charging
requirements. CSPs can use the same infrastructure that
already has adapters to extract data from networked devices to
gather data to support new use cases other than those related
to charging or billing. While cost control is a key driver for CSPs
to consider reusing the infrastructure, it will also cut down on
redundant data storage, complexities around data consistency
and integrity and encourage more open architecture.

Predictive
analytics tools

What is
happening now?
What will
happen?
What
happened?

Time

Analytics is moving away from operating on data and results
supplied offline that give an historical analysis of what has
already happened. Today’s systems are able to take data
attributes and use modelling to predict the most likely
outcomes of the future. Complex algorithms and real-time
processing of big data sets enable timely customer interactions
to drive up revenue. The use of streaming data generated when
prospects interact with the CSP enables much greater
personalisation of responses to in-bound customer enquiries on
all customer channels. Using near-real-time data can place
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Value

Source: Analysys Mason
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The analytics tools in use today have been developed from the
business intelligence tools of the past that were concerned with
reporting what has already occurred. This may include the
running of complex models to provide derived information that
is used within KPIs or other business measurements. Predictive
analytics tools model future outcomes based on historical
patterns. This needs expertise to create models based on an
understanding of the data attributors and the potential
outcomes. In-line analytics tools overcome the time constraints
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Revenue assurance
Revenue assurance systems are an example of business
intelligence tools detailed earlier. They are typically used by
specialist groups in CSP operations to monitor across their
network the financial performance – such as total revenue,
ARPU and subscriber growth; revenue performance – such as
revenue and cost by category and revenue and fraud loss; and
operational performance – such as revenue, fraud and bad
debt loss by root cause. This allows the CSPs to ensure they
are getting all the revenue to which they are entitled for use of
the network, they are compliant with reporting on that usage,
and manage their external network expenses. Revenue
assurance systems have been around for a while now and have
been one of the leading analytics based use cases supporting
CSP business operations. Revenue assurance operations are
heavily dependent on the mediation data feed to identify
revenue leakages between the switch and the billing system.
CSP efforts and ultimately spending in this segment has been
driven mostly by audit and compliance activities.
CSP spending on revenue assurance systems will continue to
increase at a modest pace, driven by the introduction of new
services and the expansion of established services into new
geographical regions. New service types will continue to create
challenges for CSPs, ensuring that revenue assurance systems
remain an important part of operational requirements.

Business analytics

of customers. It mainly deals with use cases in customer
acquisition, customer management, financial management,
operational optimisation and data monetisation. The increasing
quantities of operational data and the falling storage and server
costs is expected to drive new use cases in business analytics.
The most significant driver of CSP spending on business
analytics systems is related to marketing functions. These are
increasingly able to use real-time data to optimise the targeting
of customers and are used to predict key metrics such as
customer churn and lifetime value.
Both revenue assurance and the business analytics segments
are set for higher growth than mediation systems. Overall the
revenue assurance segment will grow at a CAGR of 5.4% from
2014 through 2019. Over the same period, business analytics
segment will grow by 10.2%.
Figure 6: Analytics software solutions revenue by subsegment, worldwide, 2014–2019
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of running models on stored data by being updated with realtime information. This enables models to react to live
information and update live processes where needed. For
example, it is possible to address in real-time events such as
network configurations or selling services to active users at a
location or on a website.
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Conclusion
The nature of mediation systems has evolved in the past decade. The rise of the digital economy and the subsequent
changes in the consumer consumption of CSP services has created the need for an online real-time mediation
system that needs to cope with an explosive increase in data traffic. Besides this, mediation systems are also
increasingly being used for non-charging applications, driven by the CSP interest in harnessing the power of big data
analytics to improve efficiency and revenues.
Investments into mediation systems have grown at a moderate pace during this time. A substantial portion of this
spend has been on maintaining and expanding installed systems to support increasing subscriber numbers. Growth
in the volume of underlying services such as data services, the need for increased real-time data and the increasing
number of non-charging use cases have driven the market. Analytics, which is set to grow much faster than
mediation, will have a significant impact on the future growth of mediation systems as well since current mediation
deployments have an inherent advantage in that the underlying infrastructure required to store and transfer data in
real time is already in place. Growth can also come from the mediation system expanding to absorb adjacent
functions. For instance adding data integration and ETL capabilities to mediation systems could increase the size of
the mediation market by up to 20% over the next five years.
While mediation continues to be a critical part of the overall charging process, its future growth may well be as an
enabler of analytics applications for non-charging use cases.

About Analysys Mason
Analysys Mason celebrates 30 years as global specialist advisers on
telecoms, media and technology. Since 1985, Analysys Mason has
played an influential role in key industry milestones and helped clients
through major shifts in the TMT market. We continue to be at the
forefront of developments in digital economy and are advising clients on
new business strategies to address disruptive technologies.
www.analysysmason.com
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COMPANY
PROFILES

Company summary

Company summary

Founded

1994

Founded

1993

HQ

Englewood, Colorado USA

HQ

Waltham, Massachusetts

Employees

3,500

Employees

7,000 (without including NEC)

Revenue

US$750m

Revenue

Part of NEC (US$24.5 billion revenue in 2015)

Customers

500+

Customers

200+

Partnerships

Extensive system integration partnerships with IBM
(15 joint implementations in the past two years),
Accenture, Infosys, Cognizant, Virtusa, TCS and others

Financial Status

Part of NEC

Public (NASDAQ:CSGS)

Active Mediation

Financial Status

Revenue management products

Revenue management products
Singleview

TSM

WBMS

ACP

Ascendon

Singleview suite provides an integrated customer
care, billing and real-time rating and charging
system and can be delivered either on premises or
in a cloud-hosted environment.
Total Service Mediation (TSM) provides offline and
real-time mediation requirements as well as service
activation.
Wholesale Business Management Solutions
(WBMS) delivers interconnect and partner
management and settlement solutions for roaming,
international routing, and international testing for
quality and fraud detection.
Advanced Convergent Platform (ACP) is a preintegrated billing and customer care platform for
cable and satellite providers in North America.
Ascendon, a solution for digital services commerce
that unifies the customer management and billing
capabilities of the combined CSG portfolio,
provides incremental support for digital services,
overlaying existing IT infrastructure and forming the
basis for ongoing transformation and operational
consolidation. It enables rapid go-to-market while
supporting personalised customer experience and
advanced monetisation models including one-off
charging, loyalty points, subscriptions, ad-funded,
gifting and others.

Key differentiators
CSG’s most significant differentiator is Ascendon, a convergent
customer and revenue management solution, which enables distinct
paths to digital services for CSPs, content providers, OTT players or
traditional retailers. Delivering OTT models to CSPs or new customer
and billing operations to OTT players, Ascendon can be deployed
rapidly in the cloud as a standalone platform supporting digital services
and allows easy integration to existing systems. It enables BSS
transformation by bringing the scalability and efficiency of CSG's widely
deployed Singleview billing solutions to create an ideal platform for
system and business process consolidation and optimisation.
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Enables CSPs to collect and process usage data in
multi-service, multi-network environments, while
providing flexibility and configurability for real-time,
customer-centric data mediation.

Converged Rating Allows CSPs to support and monetise prepaid,
& Charging
postpaid and hybrid rating and charging
scenarios, fixed and mobile network technologies,
residential and business customers.
Online Charging
System

Designed for wireless service providers, it offers a
high-performance, scalable and flexible real-time
charging platform, which can monetise nextgeneration wireless services quickly and efficiently.

Partner Billing
Management

Delivers strong functionality to perform billing
settlements with different partners including
wholesale, interconnect, roaming and other
partner types.

Customer Billing
Management

Provides CSPs with capabilities to centralise billing
operations for all customer types and helps to
effectively handle all tasks and processes regarding
financial relations with customers.

Voucher
Management

Delivers functional capabilities to manage the
voucher lifecycle, configure multiple voucher
parameters and support voucher data protection.

Key differentiators
NetCracker’s differentiator is its end-to-end capabilities that enable it to
support CSPs on large transformational projects such as shifting to
new business models, deploying personalised customer service,
transitioning to real-time and on-demand services, diversifying lines of
business, supporting flexible solution delivery models and implementing
integrated, real-time analytics capabilities. Its product differentiators
include single platform to drive cost optimisation and business process
simplification, omni-channel capabilities, big data and predictive
analytics, centralised product catalogue, cloud platform to support
BaaS and partner management among others.
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COMPANY
PROFILES

Company summary

Company summary

Founded

1990

Founded

1999

HQ

Petersfield, UK

HQ

Toronto, Canada

Employees

150

Employees

1,800

Revenue

Privately held

Revenue

US$257m (2014)

Customers

50

Customers

More than 250 enterprises over 90 countries

Partnerships

8

Partnerships

Elster, Microsoft

Financial Status

Private, self funded

Financial Status

Publicly traded (TSX: RKN)

Revenue management products
Revenue management products
Redknee Unified
Minotaur RA

Minotaur RA is designed to support revenue
assurance departments in their remit to ensure that
all revenue generated by customers and partner
organisations is correctly billed or accounted for
and that the processes designed to support the
revenue assurance function are working efficiently.
The product enables all revenue assurance
challenges to be resolved proactively through
configuration, empowering users to handle new
problems as they arise, without the requirement for
code changes. The product has extensive
functionality including real-time charging and rating,
mediation and analytical capabilities including
supervised and unsupervised neural modelling,
statistical behavioural analysis, trends,
reconciliations, link analysis and business logic.

Key differentiators
Neural Technologies combines product development and systems
integration to ensure complex data analytics projects can be achieved
in a timely and successful manner. Minotaur is a modular system with a
collection of specialised components that connect together to solve
specific business problems. It has been designed to be one product
that addresses many solutions and provides one common graphical
user interface for fraud, revenue assurance, credit risk and analytics.
The platform allows a 360 degree view which helps to quickly identify
revenue loss and manage risk effectively.
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Redknee Unified helps CSPs monetise next
generation services in real-time no matter the type
of service, customer or business model. With its
modular design and agile real-time charging, billing,
policy and customer care capabilities, it enables
CSPs to monetise new revenue streams, launch
new services faster and deliver an improved
customer experience. Redknee Unified offers realtime convergent charging and policy management
in addition to multi-channel self-care capabilities. It
is fully integrated and can be deployed out of the
box with limited customisation. It can be deployed
on premise, cloud-based, or as Software-as-aService and works with traditional and newer
Hadoop technologies. The solution supports also
supports complex charging models such as
sponsored data.

Key differentiators
Redknee’s solutions support more than 250 businesses globally,
including some leading CSPs, helping them to differentiate themselves
in some of the world’s most competitive environments. Redknee’s
billing, charging and customer care solutions allow businesses to
monetise digital products and services faster and easier.
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Digital transformation
brings BSS to a breakpoint
The swing to digital services is exposing serious shortcomings in the customer and revenue
operations of many CSPs – and it’s a situation that they can’t afford to let slide, writes David Heaps

T

he swing from traditional communications
services to digital services provision is rapidly
gaining momentum, as we see weekly in new
partnerships between communications
service providers (CSPs) and media
providers, and over the next few years we expect a
growing number of similar alliances to form, as CSPs
move more deeply into Internet of Things propositions
such as Connected Home and eHealth.

The author, David
Heaps, is head of
strategy at CSG
International

Services innovation is not a new thing. CSPs have
regularly added new services to their portfolios since
industry deregulation initiated a rush to build the
biggest bundle of services on the market to
demonstrate customer value and create customer
stickiness. But this time it’s different: the services, the
competition, and the consumers are different, and the
CSP response needs to be different, too.

an extensive range of third party players who come
from the creative side, the technology side, or from
industries that are transforming their own consumer
interactions and services to digital. These players will
expect customer and revenue processes to be much
more tightly coupled with retail sales and end-user
activity than was typical of yesterday’s inter-carrier
partnerships.
Digital services address different customer
expectations too. While consumers may regard
communications as a utility purchase, they approach
online media with a retail mindset. They must be
persuaded to buy, they will look for the best value for
their money, and they will choose not only from other
CSP offers but from OTT players too. Having made
their choice, they will expect the service to be made
available for use immediately, not just at the time of
transaction but over an extended lifecycle.
For evolving CSPs, the key requirements are to make
the digital service accessible wherever and whenever
the consumer seeks it; to know, if not anticipate,
customer needs and preferences; to make the
product easy to buy, consume and manage across
multiple channels, devices and customer touch points;
to respond rapidly to competitive offers; and to get
new propositions to market fast, whilst remaining
competitive on price and assuring a high-quality
delivery – in other words, to think just like a 21st
century digital retailer.

Most significantly, this isn’t about adding new
network-based services, where CSPs have excelled
for decades. BSS and OSS have long delivered
network and business operations in efficient and
scalable ways, and the corresponding processes for
service creation, delivery, customer management,
billing and settlement were extensions of the central
mission to ensure quality, reliability and accuracy.
Services that live exclusively in the digital realm rely on

On the partnership side, the picture is changing just as
quickly. Broadband providers are increasingly adding
entertainment services to their catalogues through
aggregator or reseller relationships. Delivering this
content requires an understanding of how, where and
when content can be consumed. To manage these
digital rights the CSP must accurately monitor and
account for all usage, and ensure that the rights
holder is reimbursed. It is in this arena that business

L

Of course, CSPs have extended their portfolios before
– triple-play and quad-play combinations of fixed,
mobile and broadband have long been the new
normal and have driven the development of
convergent BSS/OSS to support ever-expanding
service bundles. But the move into digital services is
different. The traditional model of revenue
management – primarily, billing the customer and
settling with other communications carriers – is being
disrupted by the diverse business models that are
surfacing as we move into the uncharted waters of the
new digital economy.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH CSG INTERNATIONAL
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models are evolving most rapidly, with new monetisation
models being adopted for gifting, ad subsidies, loyalty
points, digital payment methods and complex
bundling across services from multiple parties.

The hit on BSS?
The digital economy is advancing two-sided, threesided and multi-faceted business models, including
increasingly sophisticated revenue attribution and
settlement, and the CSP needs to support these
alongside the more conventional delivery of
communications services. Convergent BSS/OSS
systems are table stakes – to deliver a slick and
frictionless customer experience, CSPs need a
commanding view of their customers which will also
help them to create propositions that are as
personalised to the customer as possible. That’s
difficult to achieve when services and supporting
systems exist in silos.
A unified platform also brings the agility needed to
develop new services and on-board supporting
partners quickly, and provides a strategic view not
only of customers but of overall business activity and
profitability. Beyond agility, the new BSS/OSS realm
must deliver the operational and cost efficiencies that
will maximise margins, given the increasingly
competitive telecoms market place and the escalating
cost of sourcing and delivering premium content.
Convergent customer and billing platforms are more
cost efficient than many disparate systems, requiring
less integration overhead and fewer indirect costs
related to skills and software licenses. With digital
services, real-time operations are critical. CSPs are
competing with digitally native organisations that have
built their business operations online from scratch. To
compete, CSPs must deliver the same dynamic
customer interactions, supporting contextual
promotions, offers and discounts. And in this
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ecosystem their partners will expect the same: clear
and immediate visibility of consumer transactions and
short-to-instantaneous settlement cycles.
Finally, the need for efficiencies and increased agility is
driving many CSPs to seek managed services
partners with the skills, resources and experience
needed to take over their legacy BSS, reduce its
complexity and gradually consolidate their systems
holdings. For many, this is part of a naturally evolving
strategy: simplify existing operations, adopt cloudbased digital capabilities on top, substantially reduce
operating costs and clear the decks to focus on
innovative service development.
The move from CSP to digital service provider is
pushing CSPs to the limits of current BSS capability.
The systems that have served them well to date can
only be stretched so far and the demands of digital
services will take them to breaking point.

The digital economy is
advancing two-sided,
three-sided and multifaceted business models,
including increasingly
sophisticated revenue
attribution and
settlement, and the CSP
needs to support these
alongside the more
conventional delivery of
communications services

Many legacy BSS/OSS systems do not have the
agility or responsiveness needed to support the
delivery of digital services, the expectations of the
evolved customer or the requirements of the digital
partner ecosystem. Their choices are:
• To replace legacy BSS with flexible, serviceagnostic solutions
• To overlay existing platforms with a layer of digital
capability delivering agility and innovative processes
• To outsource to a partner with the appropriate skills
and experience not only to run it but to enhance it
for the digital economy
All of these approaches may be viable, though each
carries differing degrees of risk, cost and delay. CSPs
will need to focus hard on which option minimises this
downside and frees them as quickly as possible to
focus on a new digital future.

www.csgi.com
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REVENUE MANAGEMENT

Are
revenue
management
systems about to
be driven over the top?
By necessity, CSPs need a far more complicated set of revenue streams and customer plans.
Nick Booth assesses the options for managing them all as they go forward and over the top

W
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bundling, as we shall see, has limited effectiveness
and re-engineering the old silos is dangerous.
Ideally the appetites of good consumers could be
recognised and they can be enticed to buy more,
while strategies could be applied to the less
enthusiastic customers, with algorithms automatically
calculating alternative offers. In practice, CSPs have

L

hile digitisation means CSPs are much
more responsive to customers and vice
versa this increased sensitivity means
both parties are a lot more volatile. With
so many variables involved in the
process, it’s only good engineering practice to
minimise the number of moving parts in the machine,
in order to improve the overall efficiency. However
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Now it’s obvious that flat rate, limitless consumption doesn’t work, it’s
got very complicated. Never has so much been consumed by so
many with so few management disciplines.

coped with the added complexity by bundling
offerings, but these don’t cope with most eventualities
and have proved a crude instrument.
Now it’s obvious that flat rate, limitless consumption
doesn’t work, it’s got very complicated. Never has so
much been consumed by so many with so few
management disciplines.
“In many mobile operators the data is all over the
place,” says Ravi Palepu, the senior director of global
telecoms solutions at Virtusa, “there is no cohesive
view of billing, customer relationships and inventory.”
This has dual negative effects on revenue. There is a
direct impact from underbilling, as people get services
they aren’t charged for. On the other hand those who
are overbilled will contribute to a temporary upswing
in revenue, but they will eventually take their business
elsewhere. This is a doubly expensive blow, when the
cost of finding a new replacement customer is
factored alongside the revenue loss.
The CSPs’ challenge of charging the subscribers fairly
is difficult enough. Now, with digitisation offering so
many service options, revenue management may
have a new responsibility: to calculate whether a CSP
is getting the best return on the investment it has
made in each service. As if that was not complicated
enough, there is the question of whether the various
streams of over the top content are being managed
efficiently. How do all the various parties involved
know if they are all billing each other correctly?
It’s mostly about simplifying the data sets and
establishing the events that the CSPs need to know
about, says Palepu. To do this they have to custom
create tools that interrogate all the various silos of
data, such as CRM databases. “This is where we spot
where the gaps are between the service and the billing
areas,” he says. CSPs can’t do this for themselves
because identifying particular attributes, such as
circuit IDs and customer IDs, is a specialist skill.
Given that the work of a CSP covers so many
disciplines of IT, billing, accounting and telecoms, they
couldn’t afford to hire in house experts in every area.
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This is why many CSPs are still attempting to simplify
the challenge with bundles. This could be a mistake,
according to David Heaps, the senior vice president of
corporate strategy at CSG International.
“Bundles will simplify the billing experience for most
users, but it’s a mistake to assume this cuts the
complexity or the need for accuracy at the charging
level,” says Heaps. Few flat-rate bundles can cater for
everything and the extras, such as premium rates,
international calls and roaming charges, complicate
things. Even a genuine all-you-can-eat bundle may be
subject to throttling once its limit is exceeded. So the
need to accurately account for every charging event is
as strong as ever.

David Heaps: It’s a
mistake to assume
bundling cuts the
complexity or the need
for accuracy at the
charging level

Supporting multi-devices and family plans, not to
mention triple and quad-play bundles, multiplies the
complexity. The charging and billing in most CSPs is still
distinctly siloed for each service, so the task of revenue
management unification is not to be underestimated.
Convergent online charging systems for voice and
data services can capture all events – postpaid and
prepaid – and act on them in real-time, claims Heaps.
This is the most practical way to react to the constant
changes that CSPs will face as they bid to go over the
top on the supply side, while their customer
management systems become ever more complex
through discounting, loyalty schemes and new
payment processes.

Andy Gent: CSPs are
now being hit with
double-digit
reductions in their
termination revenues

It saves the CSP from the agony of a full
transformation operation of their legacy systems,
which could be fatal for patients of a certain age.
There is still a long way to go however. According to
the CFCA (the Communications Fraud Control
Association) US$38 billion was lost by CSPs in 2015,
with the lack of controls over premium rate service
and arbitrage a major contributor.
“Many CSPs are now being hit with double digit
reductions in their termination revenues, partly thanks
to aggressive selling of termination capabilities by over
the top apps,” says Andy Gent, the chief executive of
Revector.
So revenue management is only going to get harder.
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EXPERT
OPINION

It’s time to get smart about pricing
Robert Hagen explains how a smart pricing approach can improve the customer experience and
CSPs’ bottom lines at the same time

T
Robert Hagen is
senior product
manager at Redknee

he concept for delivering voice services used
to be simple; the communications service
provider (CSP) helped the subscriber to
connect with other subscribers – this was the
value a customer perceived and paid for.
Most CSPs transferred this concept to mobile data by
continuing to provide simple connectivity services,
with their value coming from providing high quality
mobile broadband, with a focus on related operational
and transactional costs and prices. This concept
means that the CSP simply ensures connectivity and
network quality – the backbone to transfer bigger and
bigger data amounts for basically the same price.

Mobile data services are the enabler for this revolution,
representing the big game changer in the telecoms
industry. With traditional voice and SMS revenues
declining, CSPS’ survival depends on their success in
monetising this growing demand for mobile data
services.
The number of mobile broadband connections is
expected to remain strong well into the future, with

L

However, smartphones have created an open
ecosystem that has changed this value chain and the
entire customer experience. Mobile data, massmarket smartphones and an immense variety of

applications form the most dramatic game changing
technology the telecoms market has ever seen.
Growth is everywhere. Mobile data is not just about
mobile data. It is about entertainment, finance,
education, social life and gaming. The user experience
is not just about connectivity or high speeds – it’s
simplicity, it’s control, it’s the ability to combine
services, it’s intimacy, security and more.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH REDKNEE
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almost four billion connections to be added globally in
the next five years. More LTE networks mean more
customers accessing high speed networks, which
means increasing usage of data hungry applications
that require more bandwidth – a classic positive
feedback loop.
Efficient operations remain crucial in the competitive
environment, but in many ways this has become
table-stakes. Network reliability and operations must
be enhanced by three key elements for a successful
data monetisation strategy:
1. Customer focus – Understanding the customer
environment, and the way services and products are
being used. It is about growing and improving the
customer experience – stipulating not just more, but
more valuable service usage. This requires tools that
enable the CSP to promote differentiated products at
the right time across all touchpoints.
2. Differentiated products – Instead of only
focusing on efficiently delivering one product, invest in
infrastructure to provide products that differentiate and
serve customers’ individual needs. It is crucial that
new services and products can be quickly and
efficiently developed, rolled out, tried, verified – and if
needed adapted, rolled back or scaled up for
success.
3. Digital experience - Digital natives expect CSPs
to deliver an entire digital experience, not just the
standard voice service. They have come to expect
what Amazon, Facebook, YouTube and other OTT
players have delivered – real-time, personalised
services. Providing them with greater empowerment,
control, transparency and security. CSPs need to be
able to develop a relationship with the customer that
takes them from their first engagement, through
consumption. This requires being able to manage a
full suite of products and services, and quickly
launching the latest offering.
This digital experience must be provided across all
touchpoints – from engaging with subscribers through
retail stores and self-care apps, to social media and
traditional care channels. This is the foundation
needed to more fully engage customers. The
opportunity to thoroughly understand the way CSP
services and products are used, helping to improving
customer value, and providing the right products at
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the right time to the right people.
The good news is that CSPs are perfectly positioned
for this.
Smart pricing is all about knowing your customer and
giving them what they want, when they want it.
The network – plus data from devices – provides an
immense amount of information about customers;
information that must be treated with care, respecting
individual privacy requirements and carefully balanced
to jointly serve and benefit customers and CSPs. Big
data analytics helps us to understand patterns, needs,
key factors and opportunities – and aggregating this
information makes it available for real-time decision
making, including something we call smart pricing.

Efficient operations
remain crucial in the
competitive
environment, but in
many ways this has
become table-stakes

CSPs have the ability to understand, empower,
engage, and guide customers throughout their mobile
experience, motivating them towards more valuable
service usage and spending – smart pricing their
offerings and services in ways that are attractive for
subscribers.
Make sure you have what it takes to provide these
differentiated products and services. Make sure you
truly understand your customers and can give them
the digital experience they demand – and make sure
you have the agility and operational efficiency to move
faster than your competitors.
All of this requires certain critical capabilities in a
CSP’s back office and network infrastructure:
• Integrated real-time charging and policy
management, with traffic inspection capabilities
• A convergent BSS environment, serving all
customers on all CSP network technologies
• Capability to manage multiple business partners
and support content partnering and data
sponsoring models
Smart pricing is about combining customer context
with current behavioural events and triggers, even
social media, to provide a better customer experience
with personalised, valuable smart offerings that are
delivered at the right time. It’s time to make sure your
business has the tools and systems it needs to grow
customer ARPU and guide and motivate subscribers
towards more valuable service offerings – and grow
your bottom line.

www.redknee.com
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lthough LTE adoption has taken off in almost every
market, with some moving rapidly towards LTEAdvanced, implementing Voice over LTE (VoLTE) is
progressing more slowly. This may be due to the
need to move to the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
core, a relatively costly, if strategic, investment.
Nevertheless, most observers believe it will prevail, so
service providers need to start considering now the
opportunities and challenges around innovative new ways
to monetise VoLTE.

L

Charging for
VoLTE brings
revenue
management
challenges and
opportunities

Although LTE has been firmly established,
communications service providers (CSPs) as a
whole seem less inclined to rush forward into
implementing voice-over-LTE (VoLTE). That being
said, there seems to be some consensus in the
industry that VoLTE is where we are headed. And if
that’s the case, service providers should be aware
of the opportunities and challenges in monetising
VoLTE in innovative new ways, writes Jonah Pransky

IN ASSOCIATION WITH AMDOCS
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First of all we need to determine, in charging terms,
what is VoLTE? Is it voice or is it data?
If it is voice, then CSPs should be rating based on
duration and location, and a VoLTE call should either
be charged accordingly or deducted from the voice
allowance of a subscriber’s plan. If it is data, then a
VoLTE call should be rated based on volume, and the
subscriber should either pay a per megabyte fee or
have the volume deducted from their data allowance.
But why should CSPs limit themselves to simple
pricing plans for VoLTE services? Perhaps they want
to create a complex rating logic, one that allows them
to create more innovative rate plans and offers. For
instance, service providers could offer higher quality
VoLTE calls for business purposes, as opposed to
personal use. We can even consider a rating logic that
combines various dimensions of the VoLTE call and
create attractive new offers, such as zero-rating data –
the volume – for calls made from within the
subscribers’ home zone – the location.
Taking this one step further, the promise of VoLTE and
IMS lies in the ability to mash up combinations of high
quality rich communication services (RCS) – voice,
video, instant messaging (IM) location and sharing.
CSPs should be able to charge for these carrier-grade
services, based on the richness of the service given its
better quality than free over-the-top (OTT) services, as
well as the duration or volume of the service.
So there are many options for VoLTE monetisation; as
either voice, data or high quality value-added services.
The decision on how any particular CSP decides to
monetise their VoLTE service may be driven more by
market forces than industry best practice, but it must
never be a decision based on technology limitations,
and an inability of the CSP’s rating and charging
system to handle all options.

With all of these opportunities,
what’s the challenge?
As always, the challenge comes when we move from
the theoretical into real-word situations. For instance,
until LTE network coverage is 100%, CSPs will be
handling calls that are handed off between different
generation networks. A person starting a VoLTE call
who moves into an area with no 4G reception must be
handed over to a 3G or 2G network in order to avoid
disconnects. Assuming that is done successfully, the
signal for the call will be coming from different network
sources generating different events.
Monetising RCS-type (rich communication suite)
services adds another layer of complexity. As the
different services are sourced over different network
paths and components that do not necessarily
integrate one with the other, we need to be able to

rate a charge accurately for a single servicegenerating session from multiple sources. This is
further complicated by the fact that the different event
reporting sources for these different aspects of the
service are volatile, delivering events at different times
and with different notions of what a session is, making
it imperative that the correlation of all of these different
sessions into one usage record, and their subsequent
processing, rating and charging, is done in real-time.
Other challenges in rolling out VoLTE include
interoperability between different VoLTE service
providers, but these are problems for CSPs to decide
between themselves and industry bodies. AT&T and
Verizon, for example, have announced that
subscribers on their respective networks will be able
to make VoLTE calls between the two networks. The
key challenge of monetising VoLTE however, is in
having the technology in place to support new and
attractive pricing models for services that differentiate
service provider offerings from their OTT counterparts.
And that challenge must be solved by each service
provider having the charging capabilities to effectively
address signal and session correlation.

With the significant
explosion in VoLTE still
to come, service
providers need to act
now to ensure they
have the right
systems in place to
support offers that
really stand out from
the competition

So what is required?
Given the complexity of charging for VoLTE services,
there are a couple of clear requirements for effective
VoLTE monetisation. Firstly, the charging system must
be tightly integrated with the disparate network
subsystems that send signals based on rich VoLTE
communications services; such as MMTel for video
(Diameter Ro), P-Gateway for location-based services
(Diameter Gy) and PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules
Function) for QoS (Diameter Sy/Rx). It must then be
able to correlate all of the signals coming from the use
of a VoLTE service by a single subscriber into one
session, which is rated according to a rating logic that
correlates all of the information from the various
network sources into a unified event and charges the
subscriber accordingly for a single service. It must
ultimately do all of this in real-time in order to ensure
that subscribers are given exactly the right access to
the services volumes and quality levels they have
purchased at any given time.

Jonah Pransky, is a
product marketing
manager in the
revenue management
division of Amdocs

Real-time charging
is the crucial foundation
Many challenges lie ahead for CSPs in order to ensure
they can provide the quality of experience that
consumers expect from, as well as achieve a
profitable return on their investment in, LTE, IMA and
VoLTE. A modern, real-time convergent charging
solution is crucial to achieving this goal. With the
significant explosion in VoLTE still to come, service
providers need to act now to ensure they have the
right systems in place to support offers that really
stand out from the competition. To do that, they can’t
just rate, they have to correlate.

www.amdocs.com
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CSPs need skills to develop
revenue assurance systems that
provide necessary insights
The multi-party business models that have emerged see CSPs, along with content, brand and
platform owners delivering services to customers. The value chain has fragmented and CSPs
are in the middle, ensuring that not only they, but the other parties in the chain are fairly
compensated, writes Jonny Evans
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C

ustomers want it all, from reliable
communications to robust connectivity
everywhere. Consumer users want services
and entertainment, enterprise customers
demand quality of service and predictable
cost, and all customers don’t want to waste time.
That’s the challenging complexity CSPs are facing.
Not only must their systems be capable of identifying
and resolving service interruptions fast, but they must
also be capable of managing multiple business
relationships and platforms across a fragmented value
chain in which every stakeholder wants their slice of
the cake. “Services will be exchanged across various

channels,” says Ari Banerjee, the senior director of
strategy at NetCracker Technology. “With these
new service mashups, as it were, CSPs will need a
billing system that is able to accommodate multi-party
compensation and settlement.”
Revenue assurance systems are essential in this
complex environment, but these systems must also
evolve to meet the challenges of digital
transformation. “The issue for CSPs is that there are
literally thousands of different use-case scenarios
possible which all cause some variation and
fragmentation to the value chain,” says Tony Jackson,

L

“With these new
service mashups,
as it were, CSPs
will need a billing
system that is able
to accommodate
multi-party
compensation and
settlement.”
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IoT and OTT bring new revenue
maximisation opportunities for CSPs
Constant changes in the communications service providers (CSPs) domain, driven from
increased competition and customer demand, mean services are now becoming more
complex with a much wider array of offerings and initiatives. With this increased complexity
and factors such as IoT (Internet of Things) and OTT (over the top), volume of data is growing
exponentially, writes Luke Taylor

C

SPs need to be able to increase customer
acquisitions and maximise customer revenue
while minimising the risk of financial loss. Neural
Technologies is assisting CSPs with a number of
proactive activities to support their crucial
corporate objectives:

1. Introducing new data sources - Data is growing in
volume and in variation of sources as new services are
continually launched. This unceasing evolution requires
systems to be able to integrate such sources quickly and
effectively to ensure business continuity.
Having a standardised business logic approach to
introducing new structured or unstructured data is critical,
allowing big data enablement as well as providing the
foundation for accurate revenue assurance analysis. The
platform must allow for robust, stable and continuous
accuracy to be achieved, and empower end users to
introduce, integrate, update and edit data immediately.
2. Data distribution and management - The
exponential growth in data volumes is already being
witnessed in CSPs’ businesses today and will continue to
grow as more services and mobile initiatives are launched
and adopted.
To balance relevant and practical data analysis with the IT
hardware footprint – and related costs – that go with
traditional processing, the need to adopt distributed
architectures incorporating Hadoop, Aerospike-type
architectures is paramount. Without adopting such
practices and instigating intelligent processing and
analysis, the cost of ownership of such systems will
become unviable. Products need to incorporate distributed
architecture and NoSQL type technology to allow for
practical data processing and management to be achieved
whilst maintaining practical costs for data digestion.
3. Rating and charging in real-time - Increased
complexity in service offerings and continual competition
driving more innovative service plans and tariffs means
that scalable rating and charging is required, not only to
successfully bill, but to ensure revenue maximisation.
The need to understand tariff profitability and undertake
precise rating to ensure accurate financial controls also
means accurate analysis can be achieved, giving real
insight to risk. The quicker the rating analysis can be
achieved, the earlier issues can be identified and resolved
and the related financial impact minimised.
4. Analytics - Understanding your customer, business

and risk profile is critical to successful commerce and
ultimately revenues and profitability.
The need for in-depth and robust analytical tools to allow
for complete data understanding that can provide
accurate and insightful intelligence on your business,
consumers and marketplace is critical. Performing this
analysis quickly is crucial to minimising financial risk.
Utilising configurable supervised and unsupervised neural
modelling, statistical behavioural analysis, trends,
reconciliations, link analysis, business logic, and others
allows for that insight to be provided.
5. Visibility - You can have warehouses of data, but you
do need to know what it can do for your business and
how it can be monetised.

The author Luke
Taylor, is chief
commercial officer
of Neural
Technologies

Undertaking in-depth analysis is crucial but you need to
ensure you can drive value from this analysis and this
requires visualisation, data exploration and management
to ensure correct decisions and treatment are undertaken
and a true 360 degree view of the data is achievable.
6. Action - As CSPs offer more risky and competitive
services, identifying issues in a timely manner is
imperative, even minutes of delay could mean thousands
in lost revenue.
Automated, semi-automated and manual action
interfaces need to be in place to communicate with the
entire business to ensure complete transparency and
collaboration. Bi-directional communication with other
systems, departments and processes ensures maximum
response success.
7. Empowerment - The telecoms market is diverse,
competitive and fast-changing so CSPs need to have
responsive, dynamic and ultimately configurable products
to be able to adapt to even slight nuances in business
process strategy. This is critical to ensure that systems
are performing to their maximum and mitigating risk.

The exponential
growth in data
volumes is already
being witnessed in
CSPs’ businesses
today and will
continue to grow as
more services and
mobile initiatives are
launched and adopted

8. Proactivity - Quick response to change is now not
enough to minimise financial risk. The need to take a
proactive approach in your risk management and
business assurance is critical to remain one step ahead.
Reactive analysis is crucial but should not be solely relied
on. A proactive approach to risk management is required
to be able to identify issues and threats before they have
critical impacts on your business. Bypass fraud, OTT
abuse and tariff/rating discrepancies can all be
approached in a proactive manner.

www.neuralt.com
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the senior product manager at CSG International.
“CSPs need billing systems capable of rating and
charging appropriately for all the various parties involved.”

Tony Jackson:
Thousands of different
use-case scenarios are
possible and all cause
some variation and
fragmentation to the
value chain

Chris Menier: Revenue
assurance will no longer
be a tactical measure,
but a key strategic
business function

Carlos Marques: The
real question now is;
are you going to restrict
a business assurance
approach to the teams
that are able to adapt to
your way of working?
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Most CSPs have disparate revenue management and
assurance solutions in place, but the rapid evolution of
multi-party business models blurs existing boundaries,
so disparate systems may become less effective. “A
seamless single solution approach to BSS and partner
management and enablement which is also analytics
driven, is required,” says Banerjee.
Whatever the solution, revenue assurance systems
must be able to combine disparate elements. In
future, “Revenue assurance will no longer be a tactical
measure, but a key strategic business function,” says
Chris Menier, the vice president of products and
strategy for the cable and media sectors at Guavus.
Ultimately the purpose of revenue assurance is to
ensure accuracy and fair treatment to all stakeholders.
In a sense supporting these stakeholders – retail,
partnership, customers – is similar to how revenue
assurance processes have always run, but “the
process may need to be extended to cover the
settlement conditions in place with each partner in the
value chain, but the impact of this should be
minimised,” adds Jackson.
All the same, “the devil is in the detail of whether
there’s that end-to-end view that tells you categorically
which customer is consuming or not consuming that
third party service at that time,” warns David Remaud,
the chief marketing officer at Dhatim. “Traditional
software solutions are simply too slow and challenging
to deploy effectively and fast enough. The capability to
access cloud-based smart data science services that
can help orchestrate the provisioning, revenue and
cost management of these additional services is going
to be critical.”
Digital disruption is spawning new business, services
and models at a dizzying rate, and CSPs’ revenue
assurance systems must be sufficiently versatile to
handle all this change, margins are tight. New
business models also bring new risks, from suppliers,
technology – even from internal stakeholders. “Having
a risk management plan with defined controls and
tools in place to monitor and follow up risk cases is
mandatory to sail through the digital value chain,” says

Carlos Marques, the product marketing manager at
WeDo Technologies.
There’s also a need for CSPs to acquire new skills and
knowledge in order to embrace the evolution of their
business models. Revenue assurance processes and
systems must be capable of delivering appropriate
insights and consolidation of revenue management
and revenue assurance systems is inevitable.
Of course, such granular analysis of network patterns
will become part of what CSPs can offer their
partners. “CSPs must be able to provide added value
to companies beyond just the connectivity of devices,”
says Menier. “This will come through layering
advanced analytics onto the data flows from industrial
sensors to divine actionable insights that are easily
relatable to all business stakeholders. CSPs need to
evolve by harnessing data analytics and integrating it
seamlessly with their infrastructure and back-office
systems in order to avoid introducing greater
complexity. Revenue assurance will no longer be a
tactical measure, but a key strategic business
function.”
Flexibility is also important, says Remaud. “Traditional
software solutions are simply too slow and challenging
to deploy effectively and fast enough. The capability to
access cloud-based smart data science services that
can help orchestrate the provisioning, revenue and
cost management of these additional services is going
to be critical.”
In the final analysis, technological solutions furnish
only part of the solution. A cultural evolution is also
required, says Marques: “The real question now is; are
you going to restrict a business assurance approach
to the teams that are able to adapt to your way of
working? Or will you deliver a tool that looks more
closely at how the different stakeholders goals and
work habits to boost their productivity, while
minimising user errors?”
Jackson says the challenge is at least partly skills
based. “It’s essential CSPs have the necessary skills
to understand the emerging and evolving business
models,” he explains, warning that without these skills
it will be impossible for them to develop revenue
assurance systems that “actually give them the
necessary insight.”
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Leveraging next-generation
and virtual networks
EXPECTATIONS ON CSP SPENDING ON SOFTWARE, HARDWARE,
AND SERVICES FOR CLOUD COMPUTING, NFV AND SDN
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“

Delivering services in a more mobile,
social and connected world requires
networks that are more flexible, reliable,
affordable and intelligent than is possible
using traditional approaches.

”

• A radical shift in networking approaches and architecture is
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• Analysys Mason’s research indicates that CSPs and vendors
are at the very start of a decade-long market journey to
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3910

7635

12051

12%

NFV

181

2433
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66%

SDN

319

3001

20112

51%

rebuild networks and leverage them to support more
individualised, on-demand, communications-based digital
economy services.

SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED NETWORKING SPENDING BY MARKET SEGMENT,
WORLDWIDE, 2013, 2018 AND 2023 [SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, 2015]

DRIVERS FOR SPENDING

Enterprise IT and data
centre virtualisation:
cloud computing

Increasing commercial
deployments of NFV
policy control, ISP
and IMS core

NFV product
development of policy
control, ISP, IMS, EPC
and eNodeB

2013

2014

More trials of NFV:
policy control, ISP
and IMS core

2015

2016

Increasing commercial
NFV and CSP SDN
deployments in mobile:
EPC, Gi interface,
eNodeB and IP RAN

2017

Cloud computing and NFV
become more mainstream
CSP SDN gains maturity
Demand grows for NG-OSSs
spanning physical/virtual
and IT/telecoms

2019

2020
Increased transformation
to next-generation
virtualised networks
(cloud, NFV and CSP
SDN) begins

Increase in the
number of CSP SDN
trials in mobile and
transport networks

Decreasing rate of spending in cloud computing (data centre)
Increasing rate of spending in NFV
Increasing rate of spending in CSP SDN
SOFTWARE-CONTROLLED NETWORK SPENDING TIMELINE [SOURCE: ANALYSYS MASON, 2015]

Analysys Mason’s deep understanding of telecom software puts it at the forefront of network virtualisation
http://www.analysysmason.com/Trending-Topics/Next-generation-virtual-networks/
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Upcoming events
Network Intelligence World
2-4 November, 2015
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Organiser: Informa
networkintelligenceworld.com

Managed Services
World Congress
24-25 November, 2015

Total Telecom Festival
30 November
- 1 December, 2015

Cannes, France
Organiser: Informa
managedservices-world.com

London, UK
Organiser: Terrapinn
www.terrapinn.com/conference/totaltelecom-festival/index.stm

Connected Stadium Summit
24-25 November, 2015
London, UK
Organiser: Informa
connectedstadiumsummit.com

Carrier Network
Virtualization 2015
30 November
- 3 December 2015
Palo Alto, USA
Organiser: Informa
carriernetworkvirtualization.com

LTE North America 2015
17-19 November, 2015
Dallas, USA
Organiser: Informa
americas.lteconference.com
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Exclusive interview with Rajeev Tankha, the vice president of revenue and customer management
at Amdocs, on how policy and charging have united to underpin CSPs’ monetisation potential
PLUS: How policy is now covering the entire IT stack from databases to cloud resources, the subscribers and
the over-the- top services they pay for ■ Why programmable architectures, through SDN and NFV, put policy
at the heart of new network operations and what that means for personalisation and service innovation

INTERVIEW

Policy and charging come
together to underpin CSPs’
monetisation potential
Rajeev Tankha is the vice president of revenue and customer management at Amdocs. Here, he
tells George Malim how policy and charging have converged and the focus of communications
service providers (CSPs) has turned to using the two to enable charging for quality of service,
greater personalisation and an analytics-based feedback loop for CSPs to assess the effects of
network and commercial policies on customer satisfaction and business performance

V

anillaPlus: LTE networks enable greater
capacity, speed and quality of service
(QoS) control. How critical has policy
and charging become in terms of
enabling CSPs to differentiate and
charge for services based on QoS?

Rajeev Tankha: In the new digital landscape, CSPs
can create a more dynamic quality of experience that
can be monetised in different ways based on
customer profiles and service requirements. Enterprise
customers, for example, have different QoS needs at
different times of the day – and are willing to pay for
those guarantees. For example, a payroll department
might need guaranteed QoS for a short time while
records are being processed and transferred. CSPs
need to be able to support that service level
agreement (SLA) requirement and charge differently
for it. The policy and charging rules function (PCRF)
can manage the dynamic QoS change but it has to
work hand in glove with the online charging system to
capture the revenue associated with it.
On the consumer side, a good example is video
services. We know that a high percentage of LTE
traffic comes from video, and usage is expected to
rise exponentially as more services get rolled out over
the next few years. If CSPs can monetise the value of
HD service quality for a user who consumes a lot of
video and finds that increased QoS valuable, they can
generate higher ARPU and engage customers with
more personalised offers. Again, that requires tight
integration between policy and charging systems.

RT: People tend to think of personalisation as relating
to consumer users or businesses but the reality is
we’re a hybrid of both, especially as the enterprise
becomes increasingly mobile. Users’ requirements are
different at work than at home, so if CSPs can design
policies according to each persona and charge for the
different service profiles, the potential for monetisation
increases significantly. Policy and charging control
(PCC) systems have to be tightly synched to apply
policies in a contextual manner and deliver the quality
of experience that will increase the value of the service
and squeeze more revenue from the use of the network.
VP: So what are some of the requirements for
delivering contextual services and greater
personalisation?
RT: Sharing the same subscriber profile repository
(SPR) database enables the PCRF, instead of just
counting upload, download, bytes and durations, to
use business logic that enables CSPs to perform
actions such as charging and network resource
allocation or to take decisions and apply new policies.
In addition, the integrated system can be used to
count monetary values, such as to check a customer’s
remaining balance before authorising a service.
A tightly integrated policy and charging control
architecture and its utilisation of a Sy interface –
standard Sy and Sy plus – enriches Sy in areas where
the standard has not been defined. This Sy interface
adds value because it enables business insights from
convergent charging via the common SPR to be
exposed to the policy controller. A good example of

L

VP: Personalisation enabled by policy looks to be
a great way for CSPs to tailor higher value
propositions to individual customers or sets of

customers. Do you see personalisation as a way
forward for CSPs in their monetisation efforts?
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If CSPs can monetise the value of HD service quality for a
user who consumes a lot of video and finds that increased
QoS valuable, they can generate higher ARPU and engage
customers with more personalised offers. Again, that requires
tight integration between policy and charging systems

this would be monetisation of a one-time uplift in data speed for a
user via a turbo boost button.
We’ve architected the Amdocs Policy Controller and Convergent
Charging system with a shared customer data repository, standard
Sy support and Sy plus integration so that our customers can reduce
the design time to create innovative new services and deliver tight
synchronisation of policy and charging events at runtime.
VP: What about the impact of guaranteed service levels on a
relatively new service such as voice over LTE (VoLTE)?
RT: High definition voice quality can’t always be guaranteed – for
example, in the case of network congestion or on devices that don’t
have HD support. CSPs need to have the capability to charge
differently for guaranteed versus best effort QoS to provide value and
ensure retention. From an opex perspective, VoLTE signalling
generates a tenfold increase in per-subscriber costs to deliver HD
voice. These are costs that can’t be mitigated by added revenues so
it’s critical to have low total cost of ownership (TCO) policy systems
that are highly efficient and designed for optimum performance on
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware to keep the costs of
delivery in line with revenues.
VP: You spoke earlier about enterprise services
being fertile ground for CSPs to seek to monetise
their networks more effectively. How do you
see enterprise propositions maturing?

L

RT: Let’s say a movie studio customer
wants extremely high quality
bandwidth for a fixed time to send
digital prints of a new movie to
pre-production. That
demand is for a specific
length of time and
normally at the same
time each day during
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Amdocs provides the advantages of our common design time approach and our ability to use
virtualisation to customise data plans per enterprise and even department, and instantiate those data
plans in less time and at lower cost than traditional networks

production of the movie. The movie studio is willing to
pay four or five times the normal cost to get those
large files sent at the specific time.
That’s just one example from what we’re seeing in the
field that shows how much service delivery has
evolved. Dynamic policy control is the underlying
foundation for enabling the service and allowing the
CSP to guarantee the customer the performance they
need when it’s required. This is a strong monetisation
opportunity but to execute on it effectively, CSPs have
to provide the enhanced service and prove that it has
been delivered at the quality customers expect.
VP: Services such as the one you describe above
are complex to set up and bring to market. How
can CSPs accelerate their innovation to make
these types of proposition real in a timeframe
that is acceptable to customers?
RT: When you’re defining a service, you have to look
across two broad areas. One is setting a commercial
policy, essentially how to price a service, and the other
is setting a network policy. Usually different experts are
involved to set each and building commercial policies
takes time. At Amdocs, we’re helping CSPs address
this challenge by creating a common design time
environment that delivers a common tool across all
systems to create and design capabilities once and
then launch the service.
Another aspect to rapid innovation is virtualisation. Our
policy and charging control system can run in a virtual
environment which means that you can instantiate
another perfect copy of your production environment
in a matter of minutes. That’s fundamental to being
able to quickly onboard enterprise customers and test
new capabilities and services without interrupting the
operations of the live network. That takes weeks and a
lot of development and testing resources to do with
physical big iron.

Learn more at:
www.amdocs.com/monetize
-the-moment-vp

Here, Amdocs provides the advantages of our
common design time approach and our ability to use
virtualisation to customise data plans per enterprise
and even department, and instantiate those data
plans in less time and at a lower cost than traditional
networks.

VP: Policy isn’t just about setting up new
services, it can be utilised to provide insights
into business performance. How do you see
analytics of policy helping CSPs run their
businesses efficiently?
RT: One of the greatest concerns CSPs have is
customer churn or the propensity of customers to
churn. That usually is dependent on network quality
and CTOs typically look to network policy analytics to
gain insight into issues that could be affecting their
customers’ quality of experience. Measuring the
impact of network policies can be highly valuable for
setting customer retention strategies.
Examples of areas where policy analytics can help
drive retention and revenue are in HD service delivery
and fair usage impact. Policy analytics can provide
measures of the level of high definition versus
standard definition service quality for VoLTE when
20% of your users are getting downgraded to
standard definition or determine the effect of strict fair
usage policies that are resulting in aggressive
throttling.
In addition, analytics can be used to improve
monetisation strategies. For example, analytics can be
applied to explore why a new service launch doesn’t
deliver as expected or why a new service isn’t being
taken up or resulting in subscription renewals.
In summary, we can see how the move to the all-IP
network is creating new levers for CSPs to increase
the value, uptake and revenue from data services.
CSPs can use dynamic QoS and speed for high-value
contextual offers, deliver greater personalisation for
different subscriber personas, and use virtualisation
and analytics to increase service agility and close the
loop on network policies and the subscriber
experience. We’ve architected the Amdocs Policy
Controller and Convergent Charging system to support
these new monetisation and retention strategies. At
the foundation of our approach is a tight integration of
the Sy layer to support a common runtime and
customer database, which is being used today by
CSPs to drive data plan innovation with millions of
subscribers and operations working in real-time.
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POLICY

Policy’s importance grows
in line with its complexity
Developing policy on the hoof is generally frowned upon in administration, but it’s a survival
skill in the constantly shifting CSP. It’s still a game changer though, writes Nick Booth

A

ll communications service providers (CSPs)
need better ways to personalise the
services they give each individual, if only to
stop them from defecting to rivals. If they’re
really lucky, they can bump up the revenue
from the subscriber, through fair means or roaming
charges. As a final added bonus, they may even cut
the bottom line.
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Policy has never been

Sophisticated policy management has historically
needed painfully large bets on hardware and software
to support the system. But CSPs move too fast and
too frequently for any CSP policy maker to want to
weigh anchor with a massive proprietary system.

complicated to devise

so important and it’s
never been so

To help address this issue, vendors such as Oracle
Communications are now offering greater flexibility in
the way service is delivered. The Oracle
Communications Policy Management system for

L

Policy has never been so important and it’s never
been so complicated to devise. These two
developments are related of course, the causal link
being the profileration of variables and moving parts.
Policy now has to cover everything through the entire
IT stack from the databases, to the cloud resources,

the subscribers and the over the top services they pay
for. These are all a moveable feast, but policy
shouldn’t feel like it was made on the hoof – even if it
was, to a certain extent.
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example, comes within a single pair of bog standard
servers, which consume less than four inches in a
data centre rack.
Based on Oracle Communications virtualisation
technology, the product offers CSPs a quick but
proven carrier-grade system which punches way
above its tiny footprint, catering for audiences of
between 500 and 500 million subscribers.
It promises to weigh up data consumption and
demand for a more personalised and controllable
communications experience. However, these days
network policy use cases are both broader in scope
and more granular in detail. This dynamic has caused
the need for robust policy management functionality
that is also scalable. This is what Oracle promises it
can do with its Communications Policy Management.

Doug Suriano:
Virtualisation can
offer sophisticated
capabilities to CSPs
of all sizes with
varying policy
management needs

Ron Westfall:
A more diverse set of
companies are
launching digital
communications
offerings
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Can one system cater for both the budget-challenged
smaller CSPs and the multinationals, whose problems
are more likely to involve scalability and cohesion
across several data centres?
Yes says Doug Suriano, Oracle Communications
general manager. Oracle started off catering to the
world’s largest service providers but now the cloud
gives its systems the elasticity to cater for smaller
players, he argues. “Now, we have combined this
experience with our expertise in virtualisation to offer
these same sophisticated capabilities to CSPs of all
sizes and with varying policy management needs,”
says Suriano.
Policy management in general is becoming more
confusing as the size and importance of the challenge
attracts more companies who think they have the
solution, according to analyst Ron Westfall, research
director of service enablement ecosystems at Current
Analysis. “A more diverse set of companies are
launching digital communications offerings,” says
Westfall.
One of the stalwarts of policy management, warns
that this is a market where a legacy is a positive
advantage. Start ups and disruptors aren’t a great

boon in a situation that calls for continuity, says Ann
Hatchell, the vice president of marketing at Amdocs
Network Solutions. In the all-IP network, all things
are not equal, she says, and there is something of a
class system emerging. “Data is no longer considered
equal. Voice over LTE, video over LTE and rich
communications are part of a new class of high
definition services that are changing the way data is
consumed,” says Hatchell.
Policy control is a much tougher competition to take
part in, as the game has shifted from enabling basic
fair usage and monetisation use cases to playing a
pivotal role in the high definition experience. Taking
advantage of high definition service quality is critical to
driving new revenue from over the top partnerships,
personalised consumer offers and high-growth
segments. This is where experience of running
systems for clients is invaluable.
“Service providers are looking for policy systems that
don’t cost a fortune to run and that can efficiently
manage increased signaling from high definition traffic,
provide tight integration with charging systems for
contextual offers and real-time quality of service
changes,” says Hatchell. That’s not to say the
technical challenge is no longer important. There is still
a critical need to align to management standards
create a system whereby high definition voice and
video services can be customised per enterprise and
installed in minutes.
Policies and policy makers will have to keep pace with
product and service proliferation and ever changing
customer and enterprise demands. The Internet of
Things, cloud services, content-based charging,
quality of service based changes and cloud services
business models will further burden the policy maker.
But the subscribers don’t want to know that, says
Ravi Palepu, senior director for global telco solutions
at Virtusa. “They want a seamless experience,” he
says. Standardising policy across regions will impose
multifaceted challenges in future, he warns. But that’s
a bridge to cross later.
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We Turn Personal
Into Powerful
No one knows customers like they know themselves.
So why not put them in control? Transformative IT lets
customers serve themselves at the push of a button,
no matter where they are or what they’re doing.
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EXPERT
OPINION
Programmable architectures give
policy a key role in network control
Policy used to be a worthy but necessary capability that communications service providers
(CSPs) relied upon to protect their networks. Now, the move to programmable network
architectures through SDN and NFV puts policy at the heart of new network operations that must
also include control, orchestration, management and analytics, writes Raymond Gagnon

P
The author, Raymond
Gagnon, is vice
president and head of
operational support
systems at Ericsson
North America

olicy and analytics have always been an
integral part of managing and securing
communications networks. However,
technological innovations in these areas have
allowed infrastructure providers to offer CSPs
additional value through advanced personalisation.
The momentum of network functions virtualisation
(NFV), software defined networking (SDN) and cloud
technologies allows policy and analytics to serve
mission-critical roles in managing and securing
dynamic, autonomic, programmable networks; as well
as providing the agility necessary to deliver
personalisation and service innovation.
Ericsson has long been a leader in integrating policy
with network management and real-time charging
capabilities. Our Service Aware Policy Controller and
Service Aware Charging and Control solutions have
enabled more than 200 CSPs to deliver traffic control
for a broad range of services, including IMS,
contributing to an enhanced user experience and
optimised utilisation of network resources.

bonus programmes and cross-promotion, as well as
capitalise on the full potential of over-the-top (OTT) and
multimedia services via campaigns and incentives.
The role of policy control in a SDN world is a major
focus at Ericsson. We are pioneering a new model for
network control that combines SDN, network
management, cloud management, policy control
user-data management and analytics to create an
integrated control layer for network and cloud to
increase efficiency by enhancing network
programmability. This should lead to faster service
deployments, reduced costs for CSPs and improve
the user experience. The redefined common control
plane for the network and cloud is augmented with
real-time user and network analytics and correlated
insights from a consolidated user data base, thereby
enabling CSPs to offer real-time adaptation to
consumer, business and application needs.

Service-aware integrated charging and policy control
is vital in today’s rapidly growing market of new
multimedia services on any screen. Through a
combination of deep-packet inspection and heuristic
analysis, CSPs can identify the content, events and
usage required to provide high-quality, easy-to-use
service delivery while simultaneously charging for those
services in a way that makes sense to subscribers.

Next generation technologies open up new ways to
extend the reach of CSP network capabilities and
resources beyond traditional service delivery models.
NFV enables dynamic deployment, adaptation and
exposure of network functions by taking advantage of
cloud, orchestration and automation technologies;
whereas SDN enables the split of functions in the
control and data planes.

This type of integrated approach to policy and
charging allows the CSP to generate new revenues
while improving the user experience. CSPs can offer

Network control and programmability provides realtime and/or near real-time control, orchestration and
management of resources for execution of network

L

With service-aware policy control, CSPs can use
quality of service (QoS) control to ensure an enhanced
user experience for services that are bandwidth
intensive, latency sensitive or mission-critical, while
optimising the utilisation of network resources. The
CSP can differentiate its service offerings and
generate additional revenues through service
personalisation, since policies can be set on a peruser or per-user-group basis to control access to
premium content, for example.

Key aspects of this redefined common control plane
include the consolidation of user information,
infrastructure condition and available resources.
Automation is a key tenet of SDN and includes the
dynamic, adaptive response of the infrastructure to
changing conditions. This is possible through
innovative approaches in the use of analytics and
policy control. Ericsson’s approach combines our SDN
capabilities with Ericsson Network Manager, Ericsson
Cloud Manager, Service Aware Policy Controller and
User Data Consolidation to create and integrate the
control layer for holistic management and orchestration
of physical and virtual infrastructure resources.
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CSPs will decide on the distribution and
hierarchy of individual COMPA units across
a network, based on their unique
circumstances and specific objectives

functions and applications, driven by dynamic policies
and real-time analytics, with two key objectives:
1. Intelligent software-driven resource control for
self-managing networks
2. Dynamic control of network resources by
network functions, applications and customers
and tenants

The COMPA approach
COMPA (control, orchestration, management, policy
and analytics) is a cluster of functional blocks that
operates at different layers of the CSP network;
linkage of respective functional blocks within or across
different layers constitutes the end-to-end framework
for network control and programmability; this linkage
in turn is enabled by intra- and inter-layer application
programme interfaces (APIs) for cross layer exposure
and feedback.
CSPs will decide on the distribution and hierarchy of
individual COMPA units across a network, based on
their unique circumstances and specific objectives. To
support the individual CSP’s objectives, Ericsson’s
flexible COMPA approach relies upon the underlying
concepts of cross-layer federation, hierarchical control
loop and policy cascading. Cross layer federation
provides a controlled way to coordinate distributed,
dynamic COMPA elements operating at different parts
of the network.
Cross layer federation depends upon a hierarchical
control loop. This multi-level distributed control loop
provides end-to-end network control and

programmability through policy cascading and
federation. Each layer of the infrastructure has one or
more policy jurisdictions. There a two types of policies:
1) those related to the business offering; and 2) those
related to the infrastructure operations. The policy
model can be established and managed centrally for
higher efficiency, or distributed for higher flexibility,
depending on the CSP’s unique circumstances and
objectives. Business offering-related policies can be
cascaded down from the enterprise level to a specific
policy jurisdiction, specific device or service instance,
with operational policies remaining in their policy
jurisdiction.
With the P in COMPA providing dynamic governance
through the use of adaptive policies as part of the
hierarchical control loop, it’s clear that robust policy
capabilities will define the success of software defined
networks. This capability can be utilised to create
highly personalised service packages.
As a proof point, consider the success of Etihad
Etisalat Mobily, which in working with Ericsson has
carried out a successful test of the Ericsson Dynamic
Service Chaining (EDSC) solution, achieving an
important milestone in transforming its network using
SDN. EDSC uses SDN technology to intelligently
chain service functions, so that traffic from each
subscriber traverses a particular set of service
functions, as defined by the policy for that particular
subscriber. By integrating SDN control with policy
management, the traffic path for any arbitrary flow can
be dynamically changed by simply changing the policy
associated with that flow.

www.ericsson.com
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Rob Marson: We may be reaching
the peak of inflated expectations,
and that’s a good thing

Short-term business
success required to
trigger larger scale
NFV operational
transformations
Rob Marson, the vice president of marketing at Nakina
Systems, has participated in all three of the VanillaPlus NFV
Roundtable Discussions. Here he discusses how the path to
NFV maturity has developed during 2015

V

anillaPlus: How have NFV discussions matured or evolved
over the last 12 months?

Rob Marson: We have witnessed an evolution in the last 12
months. This is even evident in many of the discussions we
have had in the VanillaPlus NFV Roundtable series. The discussions
themselves have mirrored those occurring in the industry in general –
there is more discussion about monetisation and operationalisation
factors. We have collectively exited the portion of the hype cycle in which
people have understood the basics of the technology, understand some
of the benefits. People are now trying to figure out just how can they use
NFV to improve their business.
It also feels that we’re past the peak in the hype cycle as there is
recognition that dramatic cost savings resulting from the move to
commercial off-the-shelf hardware may not be easily realized. In fact, in
some cases, initial costs will be higher as a result of higher operations
learning curves and complexity. It is only when there is pervasive widescale deployment that many of the cost savings benefits will be realized.
Ironically, this requires that operational complexities be overcome.
There is widespread acceptance that the benefits of SDN and NFV are
not cost savings, but service agility. SDN and NFV are also now widely
perceived to be enabling technologies, and not unrelated to each other.
In fact, NFV is becoming the business case for SDN.
Understanding of the revenue potential from SDN and NFV use cases
must improve. There is an aspect of revenue displacement that will occur,
so new value-creation opportunities are needed as communications
service providers will continue to face significant OTT competition.
VP: Do you think the challenges relating to orchestration are now
fully understood and being addressed appropriately?

L

RM: Orchestration is another topic which has evolved over the last 12
months. There has been recognisable progress in defining and
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understanding some of the operational considerations,
but there is still a lot more that needs to be done.
There is growing recognition service provider networks
span multiple technologies, vendors and geographies,
and support millions of end users. In addition, it is
understood that services will extend across wired and
mobile networks and span virtual and physical
infrastructure. End-to-end orchestration strategies
must take this into account. A lot of early discussions
seemed to overlook these implications.
The next phase of orchestration will focus on some
specific operational challenges, such as network
configuration and change management. Up to 60% of
the network outages and degradations in a service
provider network can be traced back to configuration
errors. Needless to say, ensuring that virtual servers,
the VNFs (virtual network functions) themselves, and
all supporting systems are correctly configured and
stay correctly configured, is crucial to assure service
delivery and performance. It’s safe to anticipate that
there will be more industry discussions about defining,
maintaining and auditing network and service data
models.
VP: Lots of proof of concept projects have been
run in the last year, do you think that trial and
experimentation is nearing an end? Is 2016 the
year in which we'll see virtualisation in
production networks or might 2017 be more
likely?
RM: Proof-of-concepts have now moved from lab and
field trials to initial – and while some may disagree, I
would say small scale – commercial implementations.
This is another important evolutionary phase that will
flush out many more considerations – both technical
and commercial. For many CSPs, short-term business
success will be necessary in order to trigger larger
scale and to trigger operational transformations which
are vital. I believe service providers are moderating
their short-term expectations about potential extra
savings, recognising that a long journey remains, and
the real business benefits will result in the mid to longterm. This is also likely to be why we’ve seen virtual
CPE (customer premise equipment) emerge as
probably the most common and popular initial use
case. It is relatively easier to define, implement and
measure and in some cases isn’t necessarily a new
service, but rather an improvement and/or more cost
effective method to deliver existing services, and grow
market share.
We’ve seen many announcements by service
providers of all types and sizes regarding NFV and
SDN based service launches. For instance, we’re all
familiar with AT&T’s stated ambition to virtualise 75%
of its network functions by 2020. This means that initial
production deployments are already taking place.
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VP: What do you see as the next priority in the
further development of NFV?

The next phase of

RM: An area that is lagging somewhat behind is
cybersecurity, and we’re finally starting to see it
emerge as a key topic for discussion. While data plane
security services, such as virtual firewall as part of a
vCPE service chain, is a common use case, securing
the network resources themselves is still largely
neglected. SDN, and its various points of centralised
control, makes the keys to the network kingdom
extremely valuable. Complexity introduced by NFV,
including multi-tenancy relationships between tenants
and landlords when hosting virtual network functions,
an expanded attack surface and the need for
administrative isolation between various domains,
highlights that we are only reaching the cybersecurity
starting point.

focus on some

orchestration will
specific operational
challenges, such as
network configuration
and change
management

ETSI’s security working group has started to focus on
some of these topics. With privileged users behind
virtually every recent high profile cyberattack,
developing the right identity access management
strategies for insiders, partners, management and
orchestration systems and SDN controllers is
necessary.
VP: The recent SDN & OpenFlow World Congress
saw lots of demos and significant contributions from
CSPs. What were some of the highlights for you?
RM: In my opinion, this year’s event affirms that we
may be reaching the peak of inflated expectations, and
that’s a good thing. For instance, some CSPs openly
expressed that there is still too much marketing and
too few deployment-ready products – only roadmaps
and long roadmaps at that. CSPs are also
acknowledging that the initially expected cost savings
have yet to materialise and that there really no
standard blueprints or recipes to follow. There are, and
will continue to be, many different approaches that
individual service providers will implement in order to
meet their unique needs and circumstances.
We are at the juncture where some of these challenges
are starting to be addressed.That’s not to say that
we’re necessarily sliding headfirst into the trough of
disillusionment. Few can argue that the benefits of
NFV and SDN are going to be significant and have a
profound impact on the service provider industry. As I
mentioned earlier, it was encouraging that some of the
more tangible operational considerations are surfacing.
There was also a lot more discussion on
containerisation as another technical approach. And
while there is recognition of the effect DevOps
(development operations) will have on NetOps
(network operations) in the future, SecOps (security
operations) has been more or less ignored, suggesting
that there may be other, parallel, hype cycles forming.
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R O U N D TA B L E R E V I E W

NFV and SDN:
Which comes first,
the chicken or the egg?
Throughout 2015, VanillaPlus has run a series of roundtable discussions exploring the
deployment challenges the industry faces as it moves to network functions virtualisation. The
third in the series was held in September and explored which will be deployed first: SDN or NFV?
The third topic to be
addressed by the
panel was whether
operations, and by
extension OSS, will
have to change to
meet the needs of the
new world of hybrid
networks

A

lthough software defined networking (SDN)
and network functions virtualisation (NFV) are
now widely understood to be separate
technologies that are complementary to and
enhance each other, the pace of deployment
of each technology will not be aligned. This isn’t a
traditional chicken-and-egg situation because,
depending on the strategy and the type of service
provider involved, NFV can be the chicken to SDN’s
egg, while in other situations, SDN can be the egg
enabled to be laid by NFV.
This roundtable, hosted by Tim McElligott and Karl
Whitelock from Stratecast | Frost & Sullivan and
moderated by VanillaPlus editor George Malim,
featured a panel of senior industry executives who
enjoyed a lively debate before opening the floor to
questions from the online audience.
First Dr Sameh Yamany, the chief technology officer of
Viavi Solutions, the recently rebranded JDSU, and
Rob Marson the vice president of marketing at Nakina
Systems, examined the extent to which NFV is ready
for deployment. It’s still early days but the right
preparatory moves are being made to move the
technology on from modest proofs of concepts to live
deployment in production networks. The panellists
expected this to happen at some point in the latter
half of 2016.
Next, the discussion turned to assessing the impact
the continued presence of traditional network
infrastructure will have on decisions regarding SDN
and NFV roll-outs. Leo Zancani, the chief technology
officer of Ontology Systems, and Lars Mansson, who
leads product management for Digital Route, took the
view that a hybrid environment will be the reality. The
panellists felt this is widely recognised and plans are
in place for the parallel operation of virtualised and
non-virtualised networks. Significantly, both expect
such networks to be able to run side-by-side and
services to be delivered to users over a blend of
virtual and non-virtual networks.
The third topic to be addressed by the panel was
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whether operations, and by extension OSS, will have
to change to meet the needs of the new world of
hybrid networks. Mansson was joined by Justin Paul,
the head of OSS marketing at Amdocs, to address
this subject. They concluded that, because OSS is
already set up to handle the requirements of different
networks and ultimately interoperation between them,
the leap to virtualisation is not as challenging for OSS
as has been thought. Nevertheless there are detail
challenges to resolve even though much of the
foundational OSS preparation work is well underway
or even complete.
Later, Marson and Yamany, returned to explore the
fundamental role network and service test, monitoring
and analytics applications and tools will play in the
provisioning and orchestration of NFV-based
environments. The dynamic nature of a virtualised
network which will shift in purpose according to user
demand represents a clear shift from the static,
function-specific network equipment of the past but
much of the measurement and monitoring and the
techniques applied to do this are in readiness for wide
deployment. The panellists expect analytics to play a
more important role in order to predict likely demand
and configure virtual networks to meet that in
advance of the demand materialising.
As NFV and SDN both increase the degree of
autonomous change in the network there is a
potential for CSPs’ ability to assure services to be
impacted. Zancani and Paul addressed the
challenges this represents, pointing out that telecoms
relies on delivering carrier-grade services to users and
this cannot change in virtualised environments.
Tim McElligott, then wrapped up the discussion with
a concluding statement before opening the floor to
questions from the audience. A lively discussion
ensued which can be heard, along with the panellist
discussion, at:
http://www.vanillaplus.com/2015/08/26/10924roundtable-part-3-nfv-and-sdn-which-comesfirst-the-chicken-or-the-egg
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CLOCKING OFF!

If content is king it’s often
like mad King George III
Those social media merchants have got a nerve haven’t they? They’re over intrusive, overrated and over the top. Nick Booth doesn’t know what irritates him more – the Netbots, the
fake advertising schemes, or the lack of any tax contribution made to the countries in which
they make fortunes

M

aybe the real underlying cause of my
anger is jealousy. There is an argument to
be made that I’m just bitter because I
didn’t have the idea first, or the chutzpah
to pull it off. I can’t be alone with these
mixed feelings of inadequacy, envy and high
dudgeon. So it’s worth exploring the process of how
one goes about creating some over the top content of
our own.
Both Telefónica and Telecom Italia have invested in
incubator schemes to encourage more talent to
create apps to go over their networks. It would be
unfair to review these efforts without meeting the
people involved and going into depth about their
research and their business plans. However, if I have
one criticism, from the first impression of reviewing
their stable of contenders, it’s that they aren’t
remarkably original.
We, the public, are already over supplied with fashion
and shopping comparison web sites. There are so
many social media sites out there the NSA doesn’t
know what to do with all our personal data. Qudini
the one standout start up emerging from the stables
of Wayra and Telecom Italia, isn’t actually an over the
top content creator anyway. Yes, it’s a cloud based
application that runs on your mobile, but it doesn’t
offer entertainment or social media or tell the CIA or
your local burglars which restaurant you’re going to
be eating in. It actually helps you – by helping you
beat the queues in your local O2 shop.
That really is revolutionary. A service that actually finds
out what is happening to customers and deals with
the problem. This flies in the face of all conventional
wisdom in the IT and communications industry, where
customer service seems to be all about telling people
what great service they’re having. My own service
provider (Virgin Media) has omnichannels, none of
which have the slightest interest in helping me. Not
unless I subscribe to an even more expensive service
than the one they have already failed to deliver.
They’re not great listeners either, these half man-half
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duplex automatons that make up the average
ominous channel.
The negative association have got so bad that the
phrase customer service has taken on a sinister new
meaning. I imagine if British gangsters the Krays were
back in business now, they’d drop the old protection
brand and start calling themselves The Customer
Service Gang. My own CSP has now set a firm of
debt collectors on me. When I tried to remonstrate
with them, the ominous channel boys told me that
they’re not governed by Ofcom anyway. This was
news to Ofcom.

The author,
Nick Booth,
is a contributor to
VanillaPlus and a
technology journalist

I’m not alone in being horror of customer service.
Chris Menier at Guavus is a kindred spirit. Since he is
the vice president of products and strategy for cable
and media, he can see exactly how the old fashioned
customer service culture is making CSPs lose money.
“Mobile operators have spent too long telling people
what they are experiencing, even though the
subscriber can see it’s not true,” says Menier. “They
tell you that you’ve got a high definition video service,
even though your own eyes tell you that it isn’t.”
Not to mention the fact that, having fobbed you off
with a bad service, and told you how great it is, they
insist on conducting a quick survey which is only
going to conclude that they’ve given you world class
service – whatever that means. This arrogance is the
long term source of revenue loss, he says. However,
the CSPs have got no idea how to tackle it, as it’s so
complicated, so analytics remain a blind spot to
many operators.
Maybe this is an area where they should be
incubating start ups. Forget the content is king
mantra. Today’s content is so wild and unfocused, if it
resembles any monarch, it would have to be mad
King George, the man who lost an empire.
CSPs need to be less aggressive and give people
what they want. Speaking as a consumer, I’m sick of
the over the top tackling by CSPs. Maybe they should
start playing the ball, not the man.
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